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ABSTRACT

State governments are subject to an extraordinary demand for the information
received, generated and maintained in the course of their operations. Citizens, the
media and businesses expect this “public” information to be readily supplied upon
request.
Ultimately, the existence and availability of government information are based on
statutes known as public records laws. Compliance with such laws-which guide the life
cycle of information from creation to maintenance to disposition-by state agencies and
local governments determines what information is available and for how long.
Consequently, the quality of a public records law and the support it receives have
significant bearing on the retention of and ability to obtain government information.
This paper describes the objectives of state public records laws in guarding
government information to ensure its appropriate preservation and availability. It
focuses on the responsibilities of certain state agencies and officials charged with
providing oversight for public records. To judge what is likely to make a law an effective
protector of government information, a survey of state oversight officials was conducted
to determine their satisfaction with the content and fulfillment of their public records
laws. Various descriptive and evaluative factors related to satisfaction were examined,
and a comparison was made with program benchmarks established in the literature.
An analysis of these various factors and opinions concluded that to ensure the
availability of government information, a public records law should provide detailed
standards with which all public officials must comply. Enforcement should be actively
pursued, and sanctions should be severe enough to deter violations. Considerable
authority should be delegated to an oversight agency to provide guidance and assure
conformance with the law. By placing this authority in an agency perceived as politically
powerful, the probability of compliance with the provisions of the law is increased.
Additionally, the oversight agency must be sufficiently funded so that it is able to fully
educate and assist public officials in protecting government information.
By implementing a comprehensive public records law and endorsing a vigorous
approach to maintaining information, government records-whether they are essential,
valuable, historical or mundane-will be appropriately secured.
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SUBTLE SENTRY:
STATE PUBLIC RECORDS LAWS AND
THE AVAILABILITY OF GOVERNMENT INFORMATION

CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION:
PUBLIC RECORDS LAWS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON
THE AVAILABILITY OF GOVERNMENT INFORMATION

The Public Records...constitute the backbone of our civil,
ecclesiastical and political history; but their value is equally
great...for the investigation of those special and collateral
subjects without which the mere knowledge of public or political
affairs affords but a small portion of the information needed for
elucidating the mutations and progress of society.
Sir Francis Palgrave, 1852

The character of public records is distinct from that of any other type of
information generated. Expectations for the retention of public records are high;
the practical aspects of their maintenance and access are daunting. State and
local government public officials are entrusted with determining what will be kept
for posterity, revelation, condemnation or obfuscation. These officials influence
what state and local government records will divulge this year, next year, in ten
years, or in one hundred years.
The systematic maintenance and preservation of government records is
essential for three reasons:
1.

To aid the continuing operations of government and assist agency
officials in making informed policy and program judgments;
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2.

To enable the people to judge the conduct of the government by
providing administrative, fiscal and legal accountability;
documenting rights and responsibilities; and allowing information to
be open for observation and access, while safeguarding privacy
and confidentiality; and

3.

To assure the fullest possible documentation of our history.

As state governments operate and conduct business, information is
created and received. The principal sentry over this government information1 is
a state’s public records law; it influences the creation, maintenance, access,
preservation and destruction of government information. Public records laws, it
will be argued, regulate the existence and availability of government records.
Since most interest in government information revolves around obtaining
access to it, an enormous volume of literature and case law focuses on this area
of public recordkeeping. In contrast, little attention is paid to public records laws
themselves, which can endorse, enfeeble or even render moot an access law.
This paper assesses the intent, nature and execution of state public
records laws and their role in regulating the existence and availability of
government information. To discern what elements a public records law should
contain to protect the availability of government information, a literature review
and survey of officials were conducted and the results analyzed. The survey
went beyond a static statute-by-statute content comparison and solicited

1 The terms “government information,” “government records” and “public records” are used
synonymously.
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opinions on how the laws are perceived, applied, implemented and enforced.
In February 1998, a Survey Concerning the Status and Improvement of
State Public Records Laws (“PRL Survey”) was sent to the senior officials of
state archives and records management programs in each of the fifty states;
forty-seven were returned, representing forty-two states. Questions were
derived from accepted program benchmarks to determine, in the judgment of the
oversight officials, how effective the laws were; what influenced their success,
floundering or failure; and what would make them more vigorous. The
responses to one question, about their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their
law and program, were analyzed with certain factors and opinions to determine
what would be likely to make the laws more effective.
This study investigates how the satisfaction of designated oversight
officials who were surveyed correlates with a law’s strength and effectiveness. It
found that many points made in the literature are reiterated, and additional
influential factors were revealed.

By examining some of these factors and

comparing them with the officials’ statements regarding performance, a linkage
between satisfaction and effectiveness emerges, indicating the influence of
public records laws on the availability of information.

Law and Oversight
A public records law, as discussed in this paper, is a state statute that
defines what constitutes a public record; designates the official custodian and
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trustee of the state’s public records by title and agency; describes public officials’
responsibilities in caring for their records; and gives conditions for the retention
and destruction of such records. In the context of this paper, the reference is to
state and local government records.
How well the sentry of government records is able to carry out its
responsibilities in guarding paper documents, data, microfilm, photographs,
maps and other materials that constitute a “record” depends on the authority it
conveys in directing implementation of the law. While states’ public records laws
share a common purpose, each law also is unique (for better or worse), varying
widely in scope, strength and application.2
Each state’s public records law (PRL) designates an official(s)3
(generally known as the State Archivist [Historian], State Records Administrator
[or State Records Manager or State Librarian]) to provide oversight guidance,
including policies, procedures and regulations, for the efficient and economical
maintenance and preservation of its state and/or local government records.4 In

2 The optimal elements of an effective public records law are discussed in Chapter III. The
Virginia Public Records Act of the Code of Virginia (Appendix D) is used as an example of a
relatively comprehensive law pontaining most of the benchmark elements cited in the literature,
and as a law which is supported by active archives and records management programs.
3 They may be an appointment by an elected official, an appointment by a board that is selected
by an elected official, an agency head, or a classified state employee.
4 Generally, the State Archivist oversees the identification and preservation of government
records and other collections of permanent value. The State Records Administrator sets
administrative policies and procedures for the maintenance and disposal of non-permanent and
permanent records. Depending on the state, both positions may be held by one person, they may
be separate positions within the same agency, or they may be separate positions in separate
agencies.
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essence, these designated officials oversee the availability of government
information.
In appraising the contents and context of a state government’s public
records, the oversight officials are faced with a complicated mandate and many
questions. When is a public record not the public’s record? Whose records are
they? What kind of information do they contain? How were the records created
and how are they kept? Why are they valuable-to whom, and for how long?

Actors Involved in Public Records Laws
To establish and implement a state public records law, the following
process occurs:
1.

Legislature and governor enact a “Public Records Law” following
public hearings;

2.

An agency and official are designated to oversee the
implementation of the law;

3.

The oversight agency, in cooperation with primary recordsgenerating and holding government agencies and officials,
provides a public records retention and disposition plan for state
and local government records. The plan is a policy to identify
special retention and preservation considerations for records. (The
law may identify particular records with specific retention and
restriction provisions.)

4.

Government agencies and officials determine extent that they will
implement and comply with the retention plan.

There are five principal groups that have a significant interest in the
availability of government information. The first group of actors in the public
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records arena is the agencies and officials who create, receive, manage, store
and carry out the disposition of information. The group includes those who use
and hold the records for primary, documentation purposes, such as state
agencies, boards, commissions, cabinet officers, and local government offices.5
The second group of actors is those who have, by statutory designation, a
mandate to provide guidance and oversight for these public records. Archives
and records management programs usually provide policies and procedures,
educational programs, storage facilities, and other resources to state and local
government officials. These programs are managed by a state archivist and/or
state records administrator.
State legislatures and governors, the entities which write and enact these
laws, comprise the third group of actors with an interest in public records. These
elected officials represent the interests of their constituents, the public. They
also create and hold public records of their own.
The fourth group is the state’s judiciary, which arbitrates disputes
regarding the retention of and access to public records. They also create and
hold public records of their own. In their role as adjudicator or policymaker, they
can provide an impetus to the other actors to alter their direction or oversight of a
state’s public records law.

5 Most of those who direct and manage their agency or office are appointed by an elected official
or elected body (i.e., the governor, legislature or a board appointed by the governor or legislature)
and serve at their pleasure. The vast majority of the staff of these agencies are “classified”
employees, meaning that they serve in their positions under the terms of a general personnel
policy independent of elections and executive appointments.
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Citizens, the media and private enterprises constitute the last group of
actors. As the sole non-government group, they are outsiders seeking access to
the information held or managed by the other groups. Their demands to obtain
information are stimulated, encouraged, stymied or squashed by the other four
groups. Their claims on these “public” records, whether for personal,
professional or profit reasons, daily test the availability of government
information.

What Makes a Law More or Less Likely to Be Effective?
In arguing that a state’s public records law determines the availability of
government information, it follows that the context and components of the law
are critical to providing guidelines for managing the information. The author
hypothesized that the efficacy of a public records law would be most influenced
by the following factors:
(1)

The statute should exist as a specifically designated “Public
Records Law,” include all state and local government records,
and be located in one place within a state’s statutes.
To have a strong impact, a public records law should be titled as
such and incorporated as part of the state’s administration section
of its laws. An explicit central cite, rather than scattered
references, states the requirements of the law and indicates that
compliance is an important function of state government and its
local political subdivisions. Such a statutory reference will wield
authority with these entities.
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(2)

The public records law should be linked or related by crossreference to the state’s access to records (freedom of
information / open records) laws.
The relationship between public records laws, which ensure
availability of information, and open records laws, which assure
access to that information, is symbiotic. Both of these laws
represent an acknowledgment of the duties of government to those
that it governs. One law without the other threatens the meaning
and provisions of both laws. Therefore, linking the laws within a
section of the statutes or at least cross-referencing their affiliations
strengthens the statute and reinforces the acknowledgment of
government’s obligations.

(3)

The oversight agency should be placed within the state’s
organizational structure so as to indicate it is an authoritative
and responsible administrative body for providing guidance
on the retention of all government records.
State government, like any organization, has a hierarchy. The
location of an agency within this hierarchy signals its importance
and value to the administration of the organization. Typically, the
proximity of an agency to the governor’s cabinet, legislature,
budget office, or management office will improve its clout in
commanding and garnering compliance.

(4)

The oversight agency and official named in the statute as the
state’s records custodian to uphold the mandates of the public
records law should manage both the state’s records
management and archives programs. Their powers and duties
should be specifically noted.
To identify what government information is of permanent value and
should be held by a state archives, a viable public records
management program must exist to distinguish the value of the
different types of records. As this is an interdependent
classification process, the two program functions should be
administered together. Separating these responsibilities
diminishes the efficiency and effectiveness of guiding agencies in
complying with the public records law.
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(5)

The law should cite significant repercussions and sanctions
for violations of any of its provisions.
Fulfilling the requirements of a public records law necessitates an
agency-wide administrative commitment. Thus, it is easier not to
comply with the law if the law is not enforced. However, stiff
sanctions and strong repercussions encourage compliance.
Enforcement of the requirements and publicized action against
violators will motivate agencies to observe the law and protect its
information as required.

(6)

The mission of the oversight agency should be endorsed and
validated by allocating resources to train and educate officials
regarding the appropriate retention, disposition and care of
public records.
Underfunded archives and records management programs will be
severely hindered in fulfilling their mission. Without knowledgeable
staff to identify government records and their maintenance needs,
information will be mismanaged and lost. Without sufficient staff to
train and educate state and local officials about recordkeeping, the
availability of information as appropriate is doubtful.

To determine the validity of these six predictions, data tables based on the
PRL Survey and statutory / program benchmarks described in the public records
literature were compiled. Survey responses indicated oversight officials have a
keen awareness of their duties, as well as a dissatisfaction with their ability to
fulfill their responsibilities. Details of how their dissatisfaction might be alleviated
are discussed in ensuing chapters of this paper.
As officials provide guidance in the care of their states’ public records,
their foresight and skills will be evidenced in what is available for inspection now
and what remains in the future. How these officials are supported in their duties
will determine what is and will be known about our governance and society.

CHAPTER II.
HISTORY OF GOVERNMENT INFORMATION OVERSIGHT

To provide for the safe and perfect keeping of the Public
Archives is so obviously one of the first and most imperative
duties of a legislature, that no argument could make it plainer to a
reflecting mind. They are treasures of so sacred a character,
that the public enemy who wantonly devotes them to the flames
is, by all civilized people, branded as a barbarian; and of so
priceless a value, that no money could purchase them of the
poorest state in the Union, or replace them when once
destroyed.
Richard Bartlett, Remarks and Documents
Relating to the Preservation and Keeping of the
Public Archives (Concord, NH, 1837)

The American concept of “public records” was brought from England and
gradually adapted to conform with the notion of government and sovereignty
held by the leaders of the United States. The word record entered the English
language during the Middle Ages. Derived from the Latin word recordari,
meaning “to remember, bring back to mind,” it was filtered through French to
become recorder, meaning “to remember for oneself, to recall to another;” further
leading to the noun record, or “memory.”6
When the word record, described as “information which is documented,

6 Trevor Livelton, Archival Theory. Records and the Public (Lanham, MD: Society of American
Archivists, Scarecrow Press, 1996), 59.
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set down or registered” is combined with public, the term public records is
created: “Information that documents a transaction or activity by or with any
public officer, agency or employee of state government or its political
subdivisions. Regardless of physical form or characteristic, the recorded
information is a public record if it is produced, collected, received or retained in
pursuance of law or in connection with the transaction of public business.”7
Public records also are sometimes known as “government records” to avoid the
interpretation that public records are open to as well as owned by the public.

History of Public Recordkeeping
The French Revolution marked the beginning of a new focus on protecting
and preserving public records in Europe. The concept of a central archives to
store these materials began to be accepted in the nineteenth century. England
established its Public Records Office in 1838.
With the founding of the American colonies and their new sovereignties,
public records generally remained with the government offices in which they
were created, exposing them to the dangers of fire, theft and neglect. It was not
until the beginning of the twentieth century that the concept of consolidating
records with one agency took root in law and practice in the United States.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, emphasis was put on

7 Code of Virginia, Virginia Public Records Act, §42.1-77. This definition is standard in most
states and is derived from the federal definition.
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publishing copies of documents, rather than preserving the originals. Thomas
Jefferson, in a letter about preparing a history of the country, wrote that
“multiplication of copies” was a more significant service to the nation and more
valuable than preserving the originals “by vaults and locks.”8
Still, in the early and mid-1800s, North Carolina, Massachusetts, New
York and South Carolina made provisions to safeguard their original records.
Richard Bartlett, a politician and founding member of the New Hampshire
Historical Society, surveyed state and federal government archives to find out
what records had survived war and the elements. His report, published in 1836,
accused American legislators of shirking their sacred duty to provide for the
safekeeping of the public records.9

Twentieth-Century Status
By the early 1900s, twenty-seven states had established a department,
commission or agency for public records, archives and/or history. Propelled by
organizations such as the American Historical Association and National
Association of State Libraries, the emphasis at this time was on identifying and
preserving archival or historic records and establishing a centralized agency in
which to store the records.10

8 Ernst Posner, American State Archives (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964), 13.
9 Ibid., 14.
10 Ibid., 7-30.
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During the formation of these “state archives” as institutions, they were
variously situated as adjuncts to the secretary of state’s offices, state libraries,
historical societies, as independent commissions or as departments governed
by commissions. By 1939, thirty-three states had an official state archival
agency for the centralization and administration of noncurrent state archives.
Recognizing that “a generation of uncorrelated, unsystematic
experimentation has produced a wide diversity of legislation, administration and
achievement,” Albert R. Newsome, president of the Society of American
Archivists and head of the Department of History at the University of North
Carolina, proposed uniform state archival legislation in 1939.11 A “Proposed
Uniform State Public Records Act” was published in the Society’s journal in April
1940. These recommendations became the foundation of every state’s public
records law and the standard to which they are still held.12
Of the task these government archives faced, T.R. Schellenberg of the
National Archives declared:
A reduction in the quantity of such public records is essential to both the
government and the scholar. A government cannot afford to keep all the
records that are produced as a result of its multifarious activities. It
cannot provide space to house them or staff to care for them. The costs
of maintaining them are beyond the means of the most opulent nation.13

11 Albert Newsome, “Uniform State Archival Legislation,” American Archivist 2, no. 1, (January
1939): 1-16.
12 See Chapter III.
13 T.R. Schellenberg, “The Appraisal of Modern Records,” National Archives Bulletin 8,
(Washington: National Archives and Records Service, 1956): 237.
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Public Records and the Federal Government
The National Archives of the United States was established in June 1934.
It is the final repository for permanently valuable federal government records that
have economic, technical, social and political ramifications. It operates as both
the nation’s archives and records management oversight agency.
The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) is charged
with providing assistance to federal agencies and branches of government in
ensuring adequate and proper documentation of the policies and transactions of
the federal government, regulating and approving the disposition of federal
records, operating a system of federal records centers, and preserving
noncurrent records of long-term value. It oversees an estimated three billion
pieces of paper, as well as records in other formats such as electronic data and
microfilm.
The Federal Records Act initiated the definition of a “public record” in
1939; it has been refined and updated over the years. In conjunction with this
act, the National Archives and Records Service (as it was then known)
v

embarked on a mission to promote the need to institute sound records
management programs. With the enactment of a law in 1943 “to provide for the
disposal of certain records of the United States Government,” federal agencies
appointed records officers to serve as liaisons with the National Archives and
regional centers for storing and servicing records were established.
The Archivist of the U.S., who serves as the head of NARA, has a
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responsibility to assist the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in
conducting studies and developing standards relating to records retention
requirements imposed by federal agencies on the public, and state and local
governments. OMB has overall responsibility for information resources
management policy in the federal government, including records management.
The federal Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 also governs records
management.
The General Services Administration is responsible for promoting
economy and efficiency in the management of records, focusing on the selection
and utilization of space, staff, equipment and supplies. However, the key
responsibility for records management still rests with each agency.

Precepts of Records Management: Should It Stay or Should It Go?
Records management is commonly defined as the systematic control of
all records from creation or receipt through processing, distribution, maintenance
and retrieval, to their ultimate disposition.14 Its premise is that information should
be managed in an efficient and economical manner. In public records
management, the information is seen as an asset of government.
Records are evaluated as a series, or a group of similar or related
records, used or filed as a suit. Their importance or usefulness as a record of

14 Donald J. Skupsky, Recordkeeping Requirements (Denver: Information Requirements
Clearinghouse, 1994), 143.

17

operational, legal, fiscal, historical or other purpose is assessed. Based on this
judgment of its value and any requirements (statutes, regulations, financial) that
might exist, a records retention and disposition schedule is created.
The schedule is a plan, timetable and guideline (it may or may not have
the force of law) for the records series. The schedule describes their care,
format, mode and/or length of retention, their disposition or preservation.
Records are retained for a variety of reasons, such as to support the records
needs of an organization; protect it from litigation; protect confidential and
privacy protected information; protect valuable and historic records; reduce
costs; and reduce storage space. Information created and held by government
agencies has the added retention condition of establishing, documenting and
protecting citizen and government rights and obligations. Government records
retention schedules are usually approved and signed by state agency or local
government management and a representative of the designated public records
oversight organization (state archivist or state records administrator).15
Precepts of Archives: Forever and A Day
The Greek roots of the word archives includes archeion (that which
belongs to an office), archeio (I command, guide, govern), and arche (origin,
foundation, power, authority). The archivist’s role, according to Professor David

15 A “records schedule” or “records retention schedule” is defined as “a document describing
records of an agency, organization, or administrative unit, establishing a timetable for their life
cycle, and providing authorization for their disposition.” Lewis J. Bellardo and Lynn Lady Bellardo,
A Glossary for Archivists. Manuscript Curators, and Records Managers (Chicago: Society of
American Archivists, 1992), 29.
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Gracy of the University of Texas - Austin, is to have a perspective on the past
and present, and an anticipation of the future.16
Archival appraisal is “the process of establishing the value of documents
made or received in the course of the conduct of affairs, qualifying that value,
and determining its duration.”17 Records have four inherent sets of values,
according to Schellenberg: primary, secondary, evidential and informational.
Primary value is the purpose for which a record was created— administrative,
fiscal, legal and operational. Secondary value of these records are extant to the
non-creating agency and the public— i.e., when records are used for a purpose
other than their creation, either for evidential or informational reasons.18
An archives houses records which have been determined worthy of
permanent retention, that is, it will oversee the continued preservation of
information or other matter forever. After materials are acquired, they are
accessioned and appraised. An archives also provides guides to finding
materials, and access and research services to the information in its care.

Public Records and Professional Organizations
One national professional organization, the National Association of

16 Dr. David Gracy, lecture at Modern Archives Institute, Washington, D.C., 27 January 1997.
17 Luciana Duranti, “The Concept of Appraisal and Archival Theory,” American Archivist 57
(Chicago: Society of American Archivists): 329.
18 T.R. Schellenberg, “The Appraisal of Modern Records,” National Archives Bulletin 8,
(Washington, D.C.: National Archives and Records Service, 1956), 238.

Government Archives and Records Administrators (NAGARA), is the primary
forum for local, state and federal records agencies interested in “improved
administration of government records.”19 Two other organizations encompass
the archives and records management professions: the Society of American
Archivists and Association of Records Managers and Administrators.

19 National Association of Government Archives and Records Administrators, “Mission &
Purpose,” (New York: World Wide Web site, www.nagara.org, March 1998).

CHAPTER ill.
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION AND
PUBLIC RECORDS LAWS LITERATURE

A popular Government without popular information or the means
of acquiring it, is but a Prologue to a Farce or a Tragedy; or,
perhaps both. Knowledge will forever govern ignorance; And the
people who mean to be their own Governors, must arm
themselves with the power, which knowledge gives.
James Madison

There is a paucity of literature that discusses government information and
the role of state oversight agencies in ensuring that this information is available
appropriately. A book on federal information policy, described in this section,
exemplifies the “oversight” of this perspective within the literature. A multi
reference search through numerous indexes (books, articles, published papers)
on “public records” or “government records” yielded little recognition outside the
profession. The oversight agency, whether at the federal or state level of
government, appears to be ignored as an influential participant or link in the
collection, storage, use and disclosure of government information.
While books and articles regarding access to records (open records laws,
freedom of information acts, sunshine laws, privacy protection laws) proliferate,
as does attendant case law, the only ones who seem to be aware of and
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acknowledge the importance of the state archives and records management
oversight programs in relation to both access and public records laws are the
oversight agencies themselves. Perhaps this reinforces the belief, noted by
many of the survey respondents, that these agencies do not actually have the
power to successfully execute the responsibilities the statutes mandate to them.
Four views of public records laws are highlighted in this chapter. The first
is notable in that it discusses public records law issues, but not the laws
themselves. Three other articles present benchmarks for establishing and
evaluating effective laws and thus in theory providing the basis for their
successful implementation.

Political and Legal Control of Information
The term “information policy” has come to have different meanings,
ranging from a plan and procedure for generating, holding and making materials
available, to guidelines pertaining to the use of computer hardware and software
as a means of storing and processing data. David Sadofsky, in Knowledge as
Power: Political and Legal Control o f Information (1990), discusses the rules and
practices governing the control and use of public information in federal
government.
Nowhere in Sadofsky’s deliberations about federal information policy are
the subjects of maintenance and retention of records and the role of the National
Archives brought forth. This is typical of the indifference and ignorance reflected
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in the “government information” literature that was reviewed for this paper.
Outside of the archives and records management professions, public records
laws get little recognition except in context of access.
“Government agencies are the great collectors, storage banks, and
manipulators of government-held information,” Sadofsky states, “any other force
that wishes to control information must first find a way to control or neutralize
agency behavior.”20
Information policy is a collage of the presence and tensions left by these
programmatic, organizational, political and legal factors, Sadofsky argues. “If
information about government is a necessary precondition to public sovereignty
when elected officials are delegated authority, then surely it plays an even more
vital role when elected officials pass this authority to administrative agencies...
[they] determine the content of a great range of public policies...Agency heads
neither seek public election nor directly account themselves to the people.”21
“Constitutional standards for bureaucratic interaction with society hold two
fundamental themes. The first of these is that the people are the source of
legitimacy and sovereign will. Governments and their attendant bureaucracies
are constructed and operated by a limited delegation of the people’s authority.
Secondly, the Constitution is based on an assumption of individual rights.” Thus

20 David Sadofsky, Knowledge as Power: Political and Legal Control of Information (New York:
Praeger Publishers, 1990), 8.
21 Ibid., 26.
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Sadofsky surmises that information policy is, in part, a reflection of constitutional
assumptions of the role of the public and individual in relation to government.22
He notes four federal statutory controls on agency information, but omits
mentioning the Federal Records Act or National Archives: (1) the Freedom of
Information Act (1966), which guides the disclosure and availability of certain
government information when requested; (2) the Sunshine Act, which addresses
the need to keep government meetings open to public attendance; (3) the
Privacy Act (1947), which provides individuals with the right to limit disclosure,
verify accuracy and monitor the use of personal information; and (4) the Federal
Paperwork Act, which regulates information policy within the federal government.
Sadofsky cites three effects on information policy caused by the sharing
and division of power among the branches of government. The independent
judiciary upholds the rights of the individual against government control; the
division between the executive and legislative branches allows administration to
be conducted by a single authority and then checked by a representative body;
and in the process of checking executive activity, the legislature also is
responsible for informing the public.23

22 Ibid., 25.
23 Ibid., 70.
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The “Proposed Uniform State Public Records Act”
In April 1940, the Society of American Archivists endorsed the “ Proposed
Uniform State Public Records Act,” based on the premise that "every state
should have an official archival agency with authority to collect and administer
noncurrent state and local records.” It further asserted that a self-governing
historical society or a distinct, independent archival agency, governed by a
nonsalaried, nonpolitical board appointed for long, overlapping terms, were
superior oversight agencies. Such entities, it was claimed, would increase the
likelihood that “capable and trained persons who have the greatest possible
freedom from political and extraneous influences” would lead these
organizations.24
The Act described seventeen provisions that should comprise a state’s
public records law. Fifty-eight years after these elements were espoused, their
application to state archives and records administration programs remains viable
and strong.
The first section, definitions, is quoted in its entirety because it still
provides an all-encompassing description of what comprises a public record and
which officials are bound to honor the integrity of these public records.
“Public records comprise all written or printed books, papers, letters,
documents, maps, and plans and all motion pictures, other photographs,
sound recordings, and other records, in whatsoever form, made or

24 Society of American Archivists, “The Proposed Uniform State Public Records Act,” The
American Archivist 3, vol. 2 (Chicago: April 1940), 108.
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received in pursuance of state law or in connection with the transaction of
public business by an agency of the state and preserved or required to be
preserved by that agency for record purposes. The body of public records
accumulated by an agency of the state and preserved in official custody
by that agency or its legal successor constitutes the archives of that
agency. The public records of all agencies of the state are subject to
control by the state.
“Agencies of the state comprise all executive, legislative, judicial, and
administrative officials, officers, offices, departments, boards,
commissions, committees, institutions and other instrumentalities of the
state as a whole and of all its counties, municipalities and other
governmental subdivisions. Public offices and public officers comprise,
respectively, the offices and officers of the state and of all the agencies of
the state.”25
The second section of the proposed act concerns production and custody,
meaning that alt agencies are to “make and keep all records necessary to a full
and accurate knowledge of their activities...chief administrative officer of each
agency ...shall be the legal custodian of its public records...empowered to record
or copy public records...” This section continues to be pertinent to current public
records law expectations.
Paper, ink and fireproof filing facilities comprise the next three sections,
stating that certain standards and specifications of quality must be met in the
creation, reproduction and storage of documents to ensure durability and
protection. While still relevant, these topics are better left as agency-issued
regulations or guidelines because of the rapid changes in technology, materials
and regulations.
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Ibid., 108-109.
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“Except as otherwise expressly provided by law, [every custodian of public
records] ...shall permit all public records in his custody to be inspected,
examined, abstracted or copied at reasonable times and under his supervision
and regulation...” reads Section 6 on availability. It provides a tidy guideline for
the expectation that records should be accessible or open whenever possible
and reasonable, while including a clause for exceptions granted by other laws.
This concept is embodied in most “freedom of information” laws.
Section 7, legal evidence, establishes the legal custodian of the public
record as having the authority to certify a copy or reproduction of a record as a
“true copy” and be admissible in a court of law. This section still is applicable
today, particularly since records are reproduced in a variety of electronic formats
that must conform to standards for legal admissibility.
Re-execution and re-recording o f records lost or destroyed by a court of
law in the state is given extensive attention in the proposed act. This authority to
re-create records in Section 8 seems to be of little significance today.
“Every legal custodian of public records, at the expiration of his term of
office or authority...shall deliver to his successor in office all public records in his
custody” begins Section 9, Delivery to Successor in Office. This pronouncement
continues to be meaningful, particularly because it is regularly flaunted by public
officials, particularly elected officials such as governors and cabinet secretaries,
as well as constitutional, elected local government officials.
Sections 10 and 11 pertain to custodial issues in the recovery of public
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records and consignment of records o f defunct, reduced, or transferred
agencies. These section establishes authority for the records custodians as well
as the oversight archival/records management agency. These issues, too,
continue to be germane to citing the jurisdictions which are responsible for these
records that are no longer in the possession of their original agency.
Care by legal custodian and abuses by persons other than legal custodian
(sections 12 and 13) institute directives concerning the custodians’ obligation to
protect and preserve public records from deterioration, mutilation, loss or
destruction. The latter section suggests punishment for those found to have
kept, stolen, sold, altered, falsified, defaced, injured or destroyed public records
in whole or in part. Both of these sections continue to be appropriate to public
records custody and maintenance, with the enforcement stipulation unfortunately
frequently applicable.
The disposal o f useless records proviso (Section 14) states that records
custodians with public records deemed to be without legal, administrative or
historical value shall describe the records and submit the list to the head of the
oversight archival/records management agency for authorization to destroy.
These lists are to be retained by the oversight agency permanently. “No public
records may be destroyed or otherwise disposed of except as provided in this
section.” The process for approving the disposition of public records, along with
the definition of “public records” and records custodians, are probably the most
critical elements of a public records law and the assurance that information will
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be available appropriately and not arbitrarily.
Section 15 stipulates penalties to be applied to public officers who refuse
or neglect to perform any duty within the act. This is intended to discourage
officials from mismanaging records under their jurisdiction.
State supervision and centralization o f public records (sections 16 and 17)
state that the head of the oversight archival/records management agency shall
have the authority to examine all public records and make recommendations
regarding their care and maintenance. It also empowers these officials to
employ staff to enforce the public records act and carry out the duties imposed
by the law.26

State Archival Law: A Content Analysis
George W. Bain analyzed the statutory authority for state archival and
records management programs in eighteen categories, and assigned each state
a score based on the content of their public records laws (as of January 1,
1980). Fifty-four points was the highest possible score; the actual score range
fell between forty-four and eleven. The quality of the various state laws was not
assessed, only whether the laws contained the elements he identified.27
Given that eighteen years have elapsed since this content analysis was

26 Ibid., 108-115.
27 George W. Bain, “State Archival Law: A Content Analysis,” American Archivist 46 , no. 2
(Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 1983): 158-174.
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conducted, the part of the study of most interest is Bain’s list of concepts and
components of public records laws (or what he refers to as “state archival law”).
Summarized, they include:
A.

Legal
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Concepts
Public record (defines record and nonrecord)
Public agencies (defines who law applies to)
Legal custodian (delegates responsibility)
Delivery of records to successor (ensures preservation of
records and continuity o f administration)
Legal evidential value (legally admissible evidence)
Access (if records are open to public for inspection)
Replevin (recovering records that are out of designated
custody)
Sanctions for violations (enforcement o f public records law)
Time/privacy limitations (when records go to archives or
privacy provisions expire)
State archival / records management agency (designates
oversight responsibility)

B.

Administrative Concepts
1.
Powers and duties of the State Archivist
2.
Powers and duties of the State Records Manager
3.
Agency assistance (designation o f state agency and local
government records officer)
4.
State records scheduling procedures (identifying records
and establishing retention and disposition schedules)
5.
Local records scheduling procedures (same as state)
6.
Vital records (records essential to continuing operations)

C.

Standards Concepts
1.
Standards for materials (ink, paper, microfilm, machinereadable)
2.
Fireproof (physical protection precautions)

Elements of Statutory Authority
Benchmarks for public records laws were set by the Society of American
Archivists (1940), Ernst Posner in his work American State Archives (1964), and
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referenced in Bain’s study (1980). Howard Lowell, State Archivist and Records
Administrator of Delaware, in 1987 described eighteen benchmark elements for
the statutory authority of state public records laws.28 According to Lowell, a
public records law incorporating these components will provide the oversight
records management / archives program with sufficient authority to fulfill its
fiduciary responsibilities. The elements include:
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Legal authority vested in one agency
Statement of Policy / Legislative Intent
Statement on Public Access (open records)
Definition of Records
Policy Board (oversight advisory or approving board)
Terminated Agencies (custody o f records to archives)
Outgoing Officials (transferring custody o f records)
Disposition and Destruction
Unauthorized Destruction Punishment
Designation of the State Archivist
Powers and Duties of State Archivist
Certification (certify copies o f records in custody)
Access to Records (State Archivist able to inspect records)
Replevin (reacquire public records alienated from custody)
Standards and Compliance (authenticates records)
Publish (information on records management applications)
Gifts, Grants and Bequests
Report on the Program to Governor and legislature

States’ Program and Operations Data
State archives and records management programs are periodically
surveyed to document their status and standing in comparison to other states. In

28 Howard P. Lowell, “Elements of a State Archives and Records Management Program,”
Records Management Quarterly 21. no. 4 (Prairie Village, KS: ARMA International, Oct. 1987): 57.
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1996, the Council of State Historical Records Commissions (COSHRC) issued
an analysis of data collected in a comprehensive survey of archives and records
management programs in state government.29 Data from the report were used in
the following analyses.

29 Council of State Historical Records Coordinators, Maintaining State Records in an Era of
Change: A National Challenge. A Report on State Archives and Records Management Programs
(Washington, D.C.: NHPRC, 1996).

CHAPTER IV.
ANALYSIS OF INFLUENCES ON EFFICACY
OF PUBLIC RECORDS LAWS

In the first part of this analysis of the Public Records Law Survey
responses, officials’ opinions were used as a means of appraising states’ public
records laws and their attendant programs. Declarations of “satisfied” or
“dissatisfied” were compared with certain factors and opinions to gauge the
efficacy of the law. If an official indicated satisfaction with the state’s public
records law and how it is executed, the law was deemed “effective.” Therefore, if
the law is considered satisfactory and thus effective, the likelihood of government
information being available appropriately will be strong. Conversely, if the official
indicated dissatisfaction, the program was deemed “ineffective” and the
probability of information being available will be uncertain.
In the second part of this chapter, other descriptive, evaluative and
prescriptive elements gathered from the survey are discussed, and factors
influencing the efficacy of the public records laws and the availability of
government information are highlighted.
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Research Design
In early February 1998, at least one public records law oversight official
from each state was sent a three-page survey form, a cover letter explaining the
survey’s purpose, and a self-addressed, stamped envelope. The survey’s
introduction read:
“This survey focuses on state laws designed to protect, manage and
preserve records involved in the transaction of public business. These
laws define public records, govern documentation responsibilities of public
officials, and set requirements for the maintenance and retention of these
records. The public records laws generally designate administrative
oversight responsibilities to the State Records Administrator and/or State
Archivist. Public access (open records / FOIA laws) for government
records are a secondary concern.”30
Recipients were requested to return the survey within the month. The
survey consisted of thirty-two inquiries, grouped into sixteen numbered
questions. It elicited three types of responses; these were entered into a
database file for each state.31 After three weeks, those state officials who had
yet to respond were sent a second copy of the questions via e-mail (where
available) and through the mail.
By the end of March, forty-seven state officials (representing forty-two
states) had responded, with varying degrees of depth, completeness and

30 “Survey Concerning the Status and Improvement of State Public Records Laws,” February 13,
1998, Appendix A.
31 The first type of question asked for basic facts and descriptions about the public records law
and the oversight agency’s policies and programs. The second type of question was designed to
elicit analytical, evaluative responses about how the law and the agencies’ programs were
working. The third component of the survey sought prescriptive responses, or recommendations
for making the law and program implementation more effective.
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candor. The responses came from the following groups: ten archives programs;
eight records management programs; and twenty-nine joint archives and records
management programs. Five states provided dual replies from separate
archives and records management perspectives.32
Several respondents requested anonymity; hence, all responses culled
and quoted in this paper are unnamed officials’ perceptions and opinions. The
individuals to whom the surveys were addressed were not necessarily the ones
who completed them. Furthermore, responses do not represent the official
stance of any agency or government unless specifically stated as such.

PART I.
FACTORS EFFECTING OFFICIALS’
SATISFACTION WITH PUBLIC RECORDS LAWS

To explain what would effect a state’s PRL for better or worse, six factors
and three opinions were examined and compared with the oversight officials’
statements of satisfied or dissatisfied. The comparative points were drawn from
the PRL Survey responses, as well as a statistical report on state archives and
records management programs issued by the Council of State Historical Records
Coordinators in April 1996. The results of the analysis coincided with certain
arguments in the literature, and underscored the evaluative and prescriptive

32 For states’ responses by question, see Appendix B.
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views of the officials about implementation of their public records laws. These
views are reported as “Comments” in this section.33

Dissatisfaction with Law Dominates
In the PRL Survey, oversight officials were asked, “Are you satisfied or
dissatisfied with how your state is providing oversight and maintaining its public
records?” 34 According to their responses, dissatisfaction with program
performance dominates. Fifty-five percent of the forty-two respondents indicated
they were dissatisfied with their performance; 45 percent said they were
satisfied.35 Those who stated they were satisfied with their public records
program indicated their public records laws were adequate and allowed them to
effectively manage their oversight responsibilities. The five respondents who
skipped the satisfaction question are not included in this part of the analysis, but
their remarks are otherwise included in this paper.36

33 Remarks reported under this heading may include any of the survey respondents, regardless
of whether they replied to the satisfaction inquiry.
34 Question 12.
35 Of the forty-seven respondents, five did not answer this question and the author was unable to
interpret their other replies to reasonably determine if they were satisfied or dissatisfied. For
others, their explanations were used to designate them as satisfied or dissatisfied; e.g., while
Arkansas did not reply directly, given the explanation provided by the respondent and its
unfunded, inactive A/RM program, it was surmised that Arkansas belonged with the dissatisfied
group. Three officials were on the fence and said they were “both satisfied and dissatisfied.”
Based on their explanations, this response was construed as a qualified “yes.” (Two said they
were doing a good job with the resources they had; two noted areas of the law or a particular
matter that could be improved, but still seemed to think they were performing effectively.)
36 The omitted respondents are Hawaii, Michigan-A, South Dakota-A, Vermont-RM, and
Wyoming (representing two A/RM programs, two A programs, and one RM program).
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Therefore, the analysis of satisfaction and effectiveness factors is
calculated on the following basis: twenty-three “dissatisfied” officials (23/42 or 55
percent) and nineteen “satisfied” officials (19/42 or 45 percent). Where possible,
respondents were identified by their state and program, if it was not a joint
archives and records management (A/RM) program, i.e., archives (A) or records
management (RM). The eight respondent archives programs unanimously
tallied as dissatisfied (19 percent). Five of the seven RM programs (12 percent)
said they were satisfied. The twenty-seven joint A/RM programs were nearly
evenly distributed: 31 percent were dissatisfied and 33 percent were satisfied.
When examined with a slant toward the archives programs, sentiment would
emphasize dissatisfaction; when shifted to the records management perspective,
the scale would nearly even out. Therefore, all replies to the satisfaction
question were counted except as noted.
Furthermore, dual (and dueling) responses from four separate archives
and records management programs noted an interesting contrast in opinions on
performance within the states of Michigan, Minnesota, Montana and North
Dakota. Of this group, all the records management respondents indicated they
were satisfied with their performance— but their colleagues in the archives
programs disagreed.37

37 Virginia also had a dual response from its separate archives and records management
programs; however, both agreed they were dissatisfied.
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Rationale for Discontent
Officials indicating discontent with their performance perceive themselves
as stymied in fully implementing their public records laws.

Their reasons are

summarized in the following chart:
REASONS FOR
SATISFACTION WITH PERFORMANCE
Law is good: 16

REASONS FOR
DISSATISFACTION WITH PERFORMANCE
Need more resources and education:

14

Agencies/localities disregard
PRL responsibilities: 9
Need audit or other
enforcement provision: 7
Need to revise law: 7
Need to better address
electronic records retention: 6

Areas needing to be rectified included (forty-three responses): more
resources to provide education and training (33 percent); improvement and
strengthening of enforcement authority (16 percent); revising the law to clarify
and strengthen it (16 percent); and addressing the creation and retention of
information maintained in electronic formats (14 percent).
In addition to these overlapping items, 21 percent of the officials
expressed dismay with state agencies and political subdivisions that disregard
their obligation to comply with the provisions of the public records laws. A vote
for some or more enforcement authority dovetails with the recognition that many
government officials ignore their responsibilities and need a legal impetus to be
appropriately observant of them.
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What Influences Satisfaction and Effectiveness of the Law?
To determine what patterns existed between program satisfaction or lack
thereof, certain factors and opinions relating to the status of public records laws
were examined.38
In comparing the establishment of a state archives and the activation of a
state records management program39 with satisfaction, three time periods were
examined, based on the following rationale: 1782-1940, to include programs
established since the creation of the United States through the decade in which
the National Archives was founded; 1941-1960, to include those that were
established after the Society of American Archivists proposed uniform state
archival legislation through the McCarthy era, when government information and
power were notably abused; and 1961-1980, an era of significant political and
social unrest, during which the Vietnam War and Watergate placed new
expectations and demands on the disclosure of government information.40

38 See Appendix C for a table of these elements by state and program.
39

This is to distinguish among the enactment of a public records law, the establishment of a state
public records management program, and the actual implementation of the program (allocation of
funding and staffing to support it). According to statute, some states have RM programs but in
fact they do not exist (e.g., Arkansas and West Virginia). Suffice it to say, the establishment dates
tend to vary a great deal. For example, Virginia’s initial public records management efforts began
in 1942, but it wasn’t until 1949 that the Department of Budget issued a Public Records Manual of
Procedures (the first state to produce such a manual). Public records laws relating specifically to
local government records were enacted in 1972. However, it wasn’t until 1976 that the
overarching Virginia Public Records Act (Chapter 7 of the Code of Virginia) became law, covering
both state and local government records.
40 President Lyndon Johnson signed the federal Freedom of Information Act in 1966.
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Establishment of the State Archives41
Respondents whose state archives were established from 1782-1940
(twenty) indicated 27 percent were dissatisfied and 22 percent were satisfied.
Archives established from 1941-1960 (seven) indicated 10 percent were
dissatisfied and 8 percent were satisfied. Those founded after 1960 (thirteen):
15 percent dissatisfied and 18 percent satisfied.
Analysis:

Dissatisfaction reigns in archives originating prior to 1960, 37

percent to 30 percent. Respondents in the post-1960s era were slightly more
satisfied than not. Those programs instituted prior to 1960 are assumed to be
governed by laws that do not capture the more rigorous standards created in the
post-1960s era. Older programs are assumed to have unmet expectations of
achieving post-1960s caliber standards, making them more likely to be
dissatisfied.

Implementation of State Records Management programs42
Between 1913-1960, eighteen of the respondent states implemented
records management programs; after 1960, twenty-one of the respondent states
activated a program. Between 1913-1940, only two respondents began
programs (New York and North Carolina); both indicated they were satisfied.

41 Council of State Historical Records Coordinators, Maintaining State Records in an Era of
Change. 31-33.
42 Ibid., 31-33.
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Respondents with programs implemented between 1940-1960 (15) rated as 23
percent dissatisfied and 15 percent satisfied. The post-1960 respondents
(twenty-two) indicated 31 percent were dissatisfied and 26 percent were
satisfied.
Analysis: When all the respondents are counted, the dissatisfaction to
satisfaction percentage is highest (60 percent to 40 percent) in the 1941-1960
group, whereas it drops 10 percent (55 percent to 45 percent) in the 1961-1980
group. Again, those with the older programs and laws are seen as having
unmet expectations for implementing their laws. Those with the newest
programs, while still inclined to be dissatisfied, have only a 10 percent difference
in opinion.
Perhaps the more telling aspect to this data is not in the assessment of
satisfaction, but that the majority of records management programs were created
in the post-1960 time period. Higher standards and expectations for government
information in the wake of national disillusionment with government would put a
demand on states to set appropriate management practices and controls on
maintaining records. This would precipitate the formation of state public records
management programs, or provide additional funding for those that did exist.
In relation to the establishment of state archives and records management
programs, PRL Survey respondents were asked when their state’s public records
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law was enacted.43 The range of replies reiterates that while a program may be
established by law, a lapse between the enactment of the law and activation of
the programs can occur. Survey responses broke down into the following
ranges:44
PRL ENACTMENT BY YEAR DATE RANGE

NUMBER OF STATES

1892 - 1920

6

1921 - 1930

0

1931 - 1940

3

1941 - 1950

8

1951 - 1960

8

1961 - 1970

8

1971 - 1980

12

1981 - 1990

2

1991 - 1998 (significant revisions)

6

A wide range of dates was cited in this section, with the majority of the
laws or significant revisions to the laws occurring from 1961 onward. The 19711980 span has the highest number of enactments, correlating with the political
turmoil and changes the country was experiencing.
Enactment of the federal Public Records Law in 1939 and the Society of
American Archivists’ endorsement in 1939 and 1940 of its “Proposed Uniform

43 Question 2.
44 In some instances, the chart depicts several phases of public records law enactment in a state,
such as a two-step process that eventually encompasses state and local records governance.
Also, it appears that respondents interpreted this question in one of two ways: either the first time
a public records-related law was enacted, or when a modern, comprehensive version of a public
records law was enacted.
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State Public Records Act” were expected to instigate state efforts to enact their
own public records laws. From 1931 to 1980, there was a steady rate of
adoption of public records laws in each decade, but no dramatic increases in any
one period.
Population and A/RM Budget45
States were divided into six population groups and FY94 A/RM budget
information was used to analyze these factors. The amount of funds
appropriated for the programs (staff, salaries, facilities) is considered a reflection
of state priorities. An adequate budget allocation acknowledges that the work
done by the A/RM agencies is valuable and important.
Respondents with budgets of $2.4 million or higher were tied in stated
satisfaction and dissatisfaction. However, most of the respondents have
budgets under $2 million (62 percent); dissatisfaction amounted to 58 percent
with this group.
Analysis: Of the four most populated respondent states (31-14 million
people), 75% were satisfied. All had budgets commensurate with their size. The
four least populated states split evenly in stated satisfaction. Funding played no
clear role in the small states’ satisfaction: dissatisfied Delaware, with a
population of 706,000, had a budget of $1.1 million, higher than some states that
have twice as many or more residents.

45 Ibid.
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Three distinct patterns emerged when population, budget and satisfaction
were compared. Satisfaction was high in the six states with populations between
4.2 million and 3.1 million (83 percent), even though the budgets for two of the
satisfied states was proportionately less than the others in its group. States with
populations ranging between 2.8 million and 1.1 million had a stark 82 percent
dissatisfaction reading. Budgets of the dissatisfied states were more likely to be
below the expected proportion, but not dramatically so.
Overall, there was no definite correlation between population size and a
disparate budget: Arizona, Florida, Massachusetts, Michigan, Oklahoma and
Washington cast satisfied votes, yet their budgets did not compare favorably to
others in their population groups. Meanwhile, only five states that had
apparently disparate budgets to population were dissatisfied.

Location of A/RM Program Within State’s Organization 46
Where a program is situated can indicate whether its voice will be heard
as a shout or a murmur. Its location within the state structure was assumed to
provide an indication of the regard to which the program is held, and thus its
influence, authority and credibility with other government agencies. Satisfaction
was analyzed by location of the program to assess whether this has any bearing
on its perceived viability and strength.

46 Question 1.
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W HERE SITUATED IN S TA TE ’S STRUCTURE

ALL
RESPONDENTS
(47)

State, Secretary or Department of

13

Library, State / Education / Archives

11

Historical Society (state agency and independent)

8

Administration, Department / Agency of

4

Independent Agency

4

Commerce / Historical / Cultural Resources

2

Management and Budget, Accounting

2

Information Services Division

1

Legislative Branch

1

Parks / Tourism

1

The majority of the forty-two satisfaction/dissatisfaction respondents’
programs (twenty-six) were part of either the Secretary of State’s office, the state
library and archives, or were a historical society. In assessing satisfaction
according to their placement within state government, these three groups had
noteworthy trends. Those classified as historical societies (seven) were
unanimously dissatisfied. Those under the aegis of the Secretary of State
(twelve) were more inclined to be satisfied (58 percent). In contrast, 71 percent
of the states (seven) with programs within the state library and archives were
dissatisfied. The four respondents from independent agencies were evenly split
in satisfaction.
Analysis: The results clearly indicate that satisfaction is more likely when
A/RM programs are situated within the Secretary of State’s scope. Of the forty-
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seven states that have such offices, thirty-six of the states’ secretaries are
elected to office.47 Since these elected officials campaign for office, they are
politically exposed and likely to be more accountable to the electorate. With the
influence and authority inherent in this office, an A/RM program affiliated with the
secretary of state signals a higher priority and significance in public
recordkeeping. Clearly, historical societies, which are not perceived as
authoritative oversight agencies, are least influential and they recognize it.
Comments: Several respondents lamented their agency’s placement
within the government structure; several also expressed dismay about their
state’s records management and archives programs being organizationally
segregated. For example, Minnesota’s State Archives is an independent
historical society, but its records management program is part of the state’s
Department of Administration. In Arkansas, related the respondent, “As a small
agency, we were ignored by some of the larger...We advised the task force
which framed Act 905 to place the records program in the largest state
department, Finance and Administration, which controls the purse strings.”

Are Enforcement Authority and Sanctions Meaningful?48
This question was expected to be a significant barometer of satisfaction.

47 The Council of State Governments, The Book of the States 31, (Lexington, KY: Council of
State Governments, 1996-97), 49.
48 Question 8 (a) and (b).
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If the protection of public records is important, then it would follow that laws
should underscore this by citing meaningful sanctions for violations.
Respondents who did not answer yes or no as to whether the enforcement and
sanctions were meaningful but who stated that they didn’t have either were
counted in the negative category.
WHAT ENFORCEMENT
AUTHORITY DOES PRL
CONTAIN? (42 respondents)

SANCTIONS FOR VIOLATIONS

ARE SANCTIONS
MEANINGFUL?

Only if caught: 24

Misdemeanor/Fines: 24

No: 21

None: 14

Felony: 12

Yes: 6

Audit: 4

None: 3

Sometimes/Perhaps: 3

Analysis: Predictably, of the thirty-eight satisfaction respondents, those
with no or very little enforcement authority and sanctions (31) were most
dissatisfied (55 percent). Yet 26 percent of the respondents within this same
group stated they were satisfied. Still, having appropriate and implemented
enforcement and sanctions for violations to public records laws clearly influence
satisfaction with the law.
Comments: “Crime but no punishment” was the essence of the
respondents’ comments regarding the existence and value of enforcement
authority and attendant sanctions. The most common charges involve the
officials or offices that have direct responsibility for the records. Elected officials,
in particular, were spotlighted for refusing to return public records.
In Georgia, sanctions depend on the violation and the intent of the
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violator. “Good faith errors” are not prosecuted, while some “have been fired,
some removed from office and a few [prosecuted] for falsifying or destroying
records.” Tampering with public records is a Class D felony (since 1992) in
Kentucky, and has been applied in a variety of cases, according to that state’s
respondent.
“Only if caught” was the response of 57 percent (forty-two respondents) of
those answering the question “What enforcement authority does your PRL
have?” This implies that offenses are seldom caught and prosecuted. Worse
than the “catch me if you can” authority is having none. Those responding
“none” (33 percent) indicated that in their opinion, while there are sanctions
within the state’s law(s) for violations, there is essentially little chance of the law
being enforced.
Only four states (10 percent) indicated they conducted audits that had
enforcement power, and two of those states said they didn’t think the sanctions
connected with the audit were meaningful.

Sanctions49
Sanctions cited for violations are primarily misdemeanor charges and
fines (61 percent). The fines range from $10-$500 (Massachusetts), not less
than $200 nor more than $5,000 (South Carolina), or a fine of not more than

49 Question 8 (c).
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$100 (Wyoming). One respondent wrote, “It’s a Class III misdemeanor (about a
$50 fine). A pretty cheap solution for relieving a storage problem.”
Thirty-one percent of the forty-two respondents indicated there was a
felony charge for certain violations, primarily for tampering with records.
Missouri, which currently has a misdemeanor sanction for violations, is
attempting to change it to a felony but “passage [is] iffy.” Eight percent said
there were no sanctions at all for violations.
When asked if the existing sanctions were meaningful, the majority of
respondents (70 percent) said no. Twenty percent said yes, but half of them
said conditionally “if enforced.” Ten percent of the total respondents to this part
of the question (29) waffled at responding, such as “Only if someone with power
has wanted them to be meaningful...Otherwise, not really.” Another said, “Better
than we had. Not enforced. Does not deter folks who want to destroy records.”
One respondent said, “Sometimes. If public was educated about government
records and schedules...they could be effective. No way should A/RM programs
become records police. Cure would be worse than symptoms!”

Relationship of PRL to Access Law; Should They Be Associated? 50
Typically, public records laws are identified (if only by use of similar terms)
with laws that specify what records are open for inspection by the public wholly

50 Question 4 (a) and (c).
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or selectively (such as vital records or privacy-protected information). The laws
are interchangeably referred to as “open records,” “access,” and “Freedom of
Information [Act]” (“FOIA”) laws. For instance, Kentucky’s Open Records Act
states, “...while all government agency records are public records for the purpose
of their management, not all records are required to be open to public access.”
In applying the argument that without sound public records laws, access
laws can be rendered weak or pointless, an acknowledgment of the relationship
between the two was sought. Either a link between the two laws or at least a
cross-reference was seen as supporting the value of the public records law. It
was expected that the oversight officials would promote an affiliation so as to
emphasize the role and importance of a comprehensive law, and that their stated
satisfaction would reflect this.
STATUTORY RELATIONSHIP OF PRL
AND ACCESS TO RECORDS LAW

RESPONSES
(45)

Separated

28 (62%)

Linked

12 (27%)

Cross-Referenced

5 (11%)

Of the forty-two respondents who stated their satisfaction or lack thereof,
those with separate public records and access laws (twenty-six) lead the pack in
dissatisfaction (43 percent); this group still maintained a 19 percent satisfaction
factor. Respondents with laws that were linked were more likely to be satisfied
(19 percent) than dissatisfied (7 percent).
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Of the thirty-seven responses to the question of whether the laws should
be associated, 43 percent said they thought they should be and were
dissatisfied. Of the balance of the group favoring association, 30 percent were
satisfied. Ten respondents did not think the laws should be associated; 70
percent of them were satisfied.
Analysis: Responses to this question were expected to reflect that an
affiliation between public records and access laws was considered positive by
the officials, and this was strongly demonstrated. Of the thirty-seven
respondents, 73 percent think the laws should be associated. Therefore, linking
these laws would be expected to lead to higher levels of satisfaction.
Comments: Recognizing the bond between these two laws, 73 percent
of the forty responses indicated there should be an association between the two
types of laws. Several commented that the language between the two sections
should be more consistent and clear even if they were not associated. For
example, the definition of what constitutes “public records” is different in
Delaware’s two laws. Likewise, in New Mexico, the “Inspection of Public
Records” law uses the same terms but different definitions. Minnesota’s FOIA
uses the term “government data” to define the information created, and this
differs from the definition given for public records in its PRL.
“The laws should be combined into a single law; access requires retention
of the record: no retention, no access,” was the succinct summation of one
respondent. Another, also emphasizing the link between the two laws,
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commented that “the laws can be better coordinated to require creation,
retention and appropriate access to records that document government
operations and accountability to the public.” A third respondent stated that its
PRL should be revised “to clarify and strengthen the role of the agency and State
Records Committee in establishing policies and regulations for public access of
records.”
Only six of forty-three responses indicated responsibility for FOIA
requests.51 Probably even fewer have oversight responsibility for these requests
because the question did not explicitly state “other than your own.” Clearly
though, few states have a defined legal linkage between determining what is a
public record and what records are accessible and to whom.

Type of Records Oversight Group Favored 52
A statutorily specified group (other than the records management and
archives officials) to serve in either an advisory or approval capacity for the
oversight agency’s policies and procedures is standard in most states. It was
presumed that an advisory board would have limited power and be relatively
insignificant, holding a perfunctory annual meeting. In contrast, an approving
board typically meets monthly to approve records retention and disposition

51 Question 4 (d).
52 Question 6.
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schedules and other official policies and procedures for the oversight agency.
Thus, the group would be authoritative and influential.
Respondents were asked what, if any, type of appointed oversight group
they favored to support the public records program-advisory or approving.
Three categories of responses were tallied, as many responded “both.” Overall,
83 percent of the forty-six respondents stated that some type of oversight group
was desirable.53 In some cases, the responses simply seemed to confirm the
existence of an oversight group, rather than voicing an opinion as to whether one
should exist and what its composition ought to be.
DO YOU FAVOR AN
OVERSIGHT GROUP?

IN AN
ADVISORY OR APPROVING ROLE?

Yes: 83% (38)

Advisory:

24%

(9)

No:

Approving: 52%

(20)

17% (8)

Both:

24%

(9)

Since officials often chaff at taking direction from politically appointed
boards, or work with them only in a perfunctory manner, it was surprising that 76
percent of those affirming the utilization of an oversight group favored one that
had approval authority.
Analysis: Public records law-related literature holds that an oversight
group is important to supporting a public records program.54 Twenty-eight of the

53 See Part II for opinions on composition of the oversight group.
54 See Bain and Lowell.
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thirty-five respondents favored an approving oversight group (80 percent). Of
this group, 46% were dissatisfied and only 34% were satisfied. However,
because there was no follow-up question asking what kind of board, if any, the
state had, the relationship of satisfaction to the type of oversight group cannot be
relevantly rated.
Comments: Those that advocated sharing the decisionmaking and
responsibility gave several justifications. “My experience leads me to conclude
that without ‘teeth’ for a regulatory agency, public records laws have little
‘staying’ power,” commented the respondent from California. “The formal
existence of rulemaking commission helps provide legal support for the work of
the Archives and Records Program. Without that support, we can only hope to
persuade agencies to comply,” reiterated his colleague from Iowa. “External
authority reduces ‘conflict of interest,”’ stated another.
“We have one, we find it useful. It supports the work of the department as
an independent board...It has substantial authority and works well in tandem with
the department,” stated a respondent from a Southern state. “Provides
legitimacy and legality,” said another. “Provides review by numerous different
aspects. [But] Can be a hindrance!” pointed out another.
“I think a ‘citizen’ oversight group for retention and maintenance of public
records in an advisory and approving role is necessary for our democratic way of
life,” argued the respondent from Idaho. “Texas has an oversight group for local
government records with approving authority,” wrote another. “Process is
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cumbersome, but helps build acceptance of and adherence to administrative
rules.”
Twenty-four percent of the thirty-five respondents were willing to work with
an advisory group while keeping the policy and decisionmaking process within
their own realm. Many saw this group as performing an educational role, both
within and outside of the oversight agency. “Advisory group helps us to know
the needs of our ‘customers’ and helps customers understand the diverse
perspectives about management of government records,” summed up the New
York respondent.
Those who disavowed the oversight groups cited reasons such as having
a professional staff in place to make such decisions authoritatively and
efficiently. “[Would be a] Hindrance. Things work well now-an oversight body
would only provide another level of bureaucracy,” indicated one state. “I don’t
have one and no longer feel a need,” said another.
“My experience elsewhere was an oversight group proved to be a
bottleneck in approving [records retention] schedules. Frequently quick changes
to proposed schedules...adversely impacted recordkeeping of agencies,”
explained a third naysayer.

Echoed another state: “An advisory body would

unduly hinder deliberations of professional archivists; we feel it would offer little
effective assistance...we would prefer convening an ad-hoc group for [a] specific
issue.”
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E ntities Excluded From PRL Com pliance 55
For a public records law to be strong and credible, it should apply to all
public records and all governmental entities that receive and create them.
Therefore, a means of assessing the effectiveness of a law is by noting the
number of exemptions from compliance that are allowed. It was expected that
these exclusions would influence officials’ stated satisfaction with their laws.
WHAT AGENCIES ARE EXCLUDED FROM
COMPLYING WITH YOUR PRL?
Legislature: 14
Judiciary:

17

Other: 9
Local governments: 3
Universities/ Systems:

3

_______________ Governor: 1_____________ __

Of the forty satisfaction respondents to this question, 62% had entities
excluded from PRL compliance (25), and 56% of them were dissatisfied. Of the
fifteen respondents without exceptions, slightly more (53%) were satisfied.
A nalysis: The literature espouses zero exclusions for compliance with
public records laws. The findings here bear out that exemptions lead to the
likelihood of increased dissatisfaction with the law.
C om m ents: Responses to this question testified as to where the power
and politics reside within state government. Fifty-eight percent of the forty-three

55 Question 13.
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responses said certain agencies or entities were excluded from having to comply
with the provisions of their state’s public records laws. Of the forty-seven entities
cited, thirty-one of these exemptions were for state legislatures and judiciaries.
In addition to statutory exclusions, several respondents noted certain
branches of government simply have declared that their records are not subject
to the conditions of the PRL.56
The entity most excluded from the realm of the states’ public records laws
was the judiciary, according to seventeen of the forty states responding to this
question.

Several noted that there was, however, sometimes voluntary

compliance. Explaining why the judiciary was excluded, retorts ran from “they
make the rules” to “their self-interest.” Other explanations included separation of
powers and “mutual consent.” Two indicated the State Supreme Court or Court
of Appeals was excluded.
State legislatures hold the number two spot in the PRL exclusions list. Of
the forty-three responses to this question, fourteen noted that branch of
government was omitted. Asked why the legislature was excluded, a few
comments were sardonic: “They wrote the law!” said one; “Take a guess,” said
another. Separation of powers also was cited as an explanation.
Only New York said the executive chamber or governor’s office was

56 For example, in 1997 Virginia Governor George Allen sought an opinion from the Attorney
General as to whether the Virginia Public Records Act applied to his office’s records. The
Attorney General stated the governor’s records were excluded.
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formally excluded from the public records law, though not completely dismissed
from observing some protocol with its records.
Three of the forty-three states indicated their local governments were
excluded from the provisions of the public records law. Omaha, according to the
Nebraska respondent, did not want to be included and “had the legislative clout
to get [its] way.”
Three states indicated their university system or board of regents was
excluded from the law. Other miscellaneous exemptions listed included
Minnesota’s Historical Society, State Agricultural Society and State Library (not
considered state agencies); Iowa’s Department of Transportation; Nevada’s
Athletic Commission; and Oklahoma’s Tax Commission’s confidential records,
State Bureau of Investigation and Department of Safety records.

Satisfaction of State Officials Compared
With Bain’s Content Analysis of Laws
In 1980, Ohio archivist George W. Bain conducted a content analysis to
evaluate the quality of the statutory authority for state archival and records
management programs.57 Using eighteen categories, he rated content “to arrive
at a systematic and rigorous assessment of state archival law.”58 According to
Bain’s scale of a possible score of fifty-four points, the higher the score, the

57 See Chapter III.
58 Bain, 159.
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stronger the public records law. However, the scores do not gauge the actual or
perceived success of programs established on the basis of the law.
Using each state’s ranking within a four quartile scale, a comparison was
made between a state’s ranking eighteen years ago and the stated satisfaction
of survey respondents. Eight states did not respond to the PRL Survey, even
after repeated requests, and thus were omitted from the satisfaction
comparison.59 However, these no-response states fell into an interesting
grouping within the quartiles. In the first and second quartiles (top-ranked laws),
one state within each did not respond. In the third quartile, two states did not
respond, and in the fourth, four states failed to respond to the survey.
Consequently, the top-ranked states according to Bain’s analysis were
markedly more likely to respond to the PRL Survey. Those ranked in the second
half were less likely to respond, with half of the non-respondents alone being in
the fourth quartile. This can be seen as dissatisfaction with the law strong
enough to discourage the oversight officials from even documenting its status for
the purposes of a survey.
In comparing the stated satisfaction of survey respondents to their laws’
ranking in 1980, the states which ranked in Bain’s first quartile were significantly
more dissatisfied (7:4), as were those ranked in his fourth quartile (5:3). If it is
assumed that the highest ranking states have equally high expectations of

59 The non-respondent states were Colorado, Connecticut, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and Tennessee.
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fulfilling all the elements of their laws, then their disappointment in not meeting
these expectations would account for their dissatisfaction. On the other hand,
those states ranking in the last quartile can be perceived as still having deficient
laws after nearly two decades, resulting in discontent because of the inadequacy
of their law.
Respondents ranked in the middle quartiles were nearly even in their
expressed satisfaction or lack thereof: those in the second quartile were tied at
seven on either side, and those in the third quartile were slightly more satisfied
(4:5). These respondents can be perceived as having less lofty expectations
than their first and fourth quartile counterparts, and laws sufficient to meet their
expectations; or as one respondent put it, “W e’re doing a good job with what we
have.”
PART II.
OTHER ASSESSMENTS BY OFFICIALS
CONCERNING PUBLIC RECORDS LAWS

The following section discusses other comments made by respondents
about their public records laws, and provides a summary of recommendations for
improving the effectiveness of the laws and programs. The responses include all
or some of the forty-seven respondents (representing forty-two states) that
returned surveys. Discrepancies in the figures occur when there is a dual
response from a state, or when there is no response to a question.

Are the Terms “Public Records” or “Government Records”
Important for Understanding the Purposes of PRLs?60
This question attempted to determine if the respondents had semantic,
philosophical or practical preferences for describing the records generated in the
course of conducting government business. Overall, an awareness of the
confusion the term “public records” generates among the general public was
noted. While it is the most common term for these records, “government
records” had a number of advocates too. A Minnesota respondent offered a
third term, “government data,” which is used in its access law. Regardless of
which term is used, 90 percent stated that semantics, or what we call the
records, is significant.
The rationale for why they preferred “public” or “government” generally fell
into two camps, though some stated they use the terms synonymously. The
majority (60 percent) of the forty-two responses to this question indicated a
preference for “public records.” They preferred the implication and clarity of the
phrase. “Public records are assets of the state and the property of the taxpaying
public,” said one respondent. Others echoed: “...keep the idea that these
records belong to the public rather than government agencies or political
officials” and “according to our law, these records belong to, and are maintained
for, the benefit of the people of the state.”
Those who think “government records” is the better phrase generally cited

60 Question 5.
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access misinterpretations as a reason. Within “government records,” listed one
respondent, “are records which are ‘confidential’ (open to only government staff),
‘restricted’ (open to named individual and certain others) and ‘open’ access to
anyone.” Another wrote, “I prefer government records since it reflects more on
ownership than public access. Public records usually has the connotation of
access by the public.”
“I’ve always favored the term ‘government records,”’ replied the
respondent from Delaware, “to eliminate the perception that the Public Records
Law only covers records that are open for public inspection.” “Need public
relations campaign to change the interpretation,” suggested another respondent.
Two others said government officials were sometimes just as confused as
the public by the term. “They think if records are restricted, they don’t have to
provide any access or manage records according to law,” one stated. “There is
almost universal misunderstanding of the difference between ‘public records’ and
‘public accessible records.’ That the latter is a subset of the former is a
distinction lost on most people, including some high officials of government with
legal backgrounds,” grumbled another respondent.
A two-level definition was suggested by the official from New Jersey as a
way to clarify these designations: “...Assign the broader term ‘government
records’ to all records created and maintained by public agencies, and the term
‘public records’ only to the subset which should be accessible to the public under
appropriate rules and regulations.”
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Proposed Composition of Oversight Group61
Those who believe there should be an oversight group, whether approving
or advisory, were asked to specify which entities or interest groups should be
represented in such a group. Some listed the entities currently composing their
oversight group; some added members to this core group, and others created a
hypothetical membership.
WHICH ENTITIES OR INTEREST GROUPS SHOULD
BE REPRESENTED IN OVERSIGHT GROUP?

NUMBER OF
VOTES

Attorney General

31

Auditor, Budget Office (state agencies)

30

Local government

23

Executive Branch

23

Historian

23

Technology / Information Agency

21

Legislative Branch

20

Judicial Branch

19

Secretary of State

19

Citizen

18

Media

11

Write-in votes:
Archives/Records Mgmt Programs
Educators
Lt. Governor
Universities

5
1
1
1

The attorney general’s office and the state auditor or budget officer were
the top vote-getters, receiving thirty-one and thirty, respectively. This appears to

61 Question 6 (d).
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be recognition that the law and the purse strings are what speak most
persuasively in issues regarding regulations and compliance.
Between twenty-one and twenty-three votes each for representation from
local governments, the executive branch, historians and a state’s technology /
information agency were cast. The desire to have local government officials
involved is consistent with respondents indicating that public records laws ought
to cover state and local government offices. A number of states have exempted
counties and cities (e.g., Omaha from complying with Nebraska’s PRL).
Inclusion of an executive branch member in the group might mean
someone from the governor’s office or cabinet, a designee from an agency, or
the A/RM program (if situated within the executive branch).
Historians were given a slot by many, presumably because they would
appraise the value of records when determining retention time frames. However,
one respondent demurred from including them in his group (when all others were
allowed), saying, “All but historians (they want everything saved, just in case).”
The inclusion of the technology / information services agency for the
state62 acknowledges that an increasing amount of information is kept in an
electronic format. This has enormous implications on its presumed and actual
retention, veracity and availability.

62 In Virginia, for example, the Department of Information Technology and Council on Information
Management have responsibilities in this area (DIT for applying technology throughout the state,
CIM for information management policy issues).
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The next group of votes went to the legislative branch, judicial branch,
secretary of state, and citizens (eighteen to twenty votes each).
It appears that most of those who endorsed the secretary of state as a
participant are part of this office within their state’s organization. Therefore, a
vote here is interpreted as records management/archives program participation
in the oversight group.
Citizen representation received eighteen votes, a fair showing. Only the
respondent from Idaho advocated for their inclusion, stating “Too many,
especially in this state, think government is too removed from them and they do
not have access.”
The media scored eleven votes from the thirty-five respondents
suggesting the ideal composition of the oversight group, although only one
commented on their inclusion. “Media might be real interesting!” quipped a
respondent from Montana. While most states indicated they are not involved in
responding to open records or FOIA requests for agencies other than their own,
the absence of a media representative (the media being the most visible and
strident group regarding information access issues) from a records retention
oversight group is striking.
Write-in votes showed some overlap: records management/archives
programs received five votes (overlapping with the votes for secretary of state),
while there was one each for educators (historians), the lieutenant governor
(executive branch) and the universities (in what capacity is not stated).
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What or Who Ideally Should Be Designated as the
Oversight Agency or Official for the PRL and Attendant Programs?63
While this question was prefaced with “in your opinion,” the responses
indicate an endorsement of the status quo. A number of respondents who were
either state archivists or state records administrators noted it was important that
these positions should either be filled by the same official or closely linked.

IDEAL OVERSIGHT AGENCY OR OFFICIAL
FOR PRL

RESPONSES

State Archivist and State Records Administrators

14

State Archivists

14

Records Board or Committee

7

State Records Administrators

6

State Librarians

3

Other:
Finance & Administration, Gubernatorial appointee, Legislative
appointee

3

Of the forty-seven responses to this question, 30 percent indicated that
the oversight officials should be the state archivist / state records administrator.
Another 30 percent stated that the state archivist should have the responsibility.
Votes also went to a records board or committee (15 percent), state
records administrator (13 percent), and state librarian (6 percent). Another
respondent stated that the official should be placed in a finance and
administration department, which would give it more apparent authority.

63 Question 10.
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Has Your PRL Been Involved in,
or Been A Significant Aspect of, Litigation? 64
This question attempted to gather evidence of cases where the state’s
PRL played a significant role. The responses are an extension to those elicited
in Question 8 regarding enforcement and sanctions, making a case for a strong
PRL to defend against infractions to the public record.
HAS YOUR PRL BEEN INVOLVED IN
LITIGATION?

TYPE OF LITIGATION
CITED

No:

23

Access:

Yes:

20

Illegal destruction:

9
5

Major, national lawsuits: 3
Replevin:
Theft:

3
2

Tampering: 1

Forty-three states responded to this question, and they were nearly evenly
divided as to whether their PRL had been involved in litigation (twenty said yes;
twenty-three said no). A number of the respondents referred to open records
and access issues as being related to their PRL litigation. That is, if the records
are supposed to exist, this reflects on PRL compliance. Their actual availability
for review or dissemination is a separate matter.
Other PRL-related litigation cited involved illegal destruction, where
records were to be retained for a specified time but were not. In Illinois, an
injunction was obtained against an agency that publicly announced it would

64 Question 9.
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dispose of records despite PRL disapproval. In New Jersey, there have been
several cases involving unauthorized destruction of public records. “Staff is
called to testify as to proper procedures for disposal of public records and to
state whether those procedures have been followed,” the respondent noted.

In

South Carolina, the illegal destruction of records by a county sheriff led to an
increase in the penalty in the early 1990s.
Three states-Missouri, New York and Virginia-cited replevin cases, where
old estrayed records (county court records, 1850 prison ledger) were reclaimed
by the state from private parties. Theft of and tampering with records were also
cited by several states.
Tobacco litigation was said to have involved PRLs in Oregon and
Washington, and in Alaska the impeachment proceedings against the governor
as well as the Exxon-Valdez oil spill case were related to that state’s PRL.

How to Improve the Law and Programs 65
This section summarizes respondents’ views of what measures might be
taken to improve their public records laws and the attendant programs.

65 Question 11.
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PRL STRENGTHS

PRL REFORMS DESIRED

Comprehensiveness of law and its definitions: 11

Additional enforcement language
and penalties: 15

Responsibilities placed directly with agencies
producing records: 4

Strengthen connection between PRL and
Information Technology agencies, electronically
created records: 7
Add resources to program for education, training
and enforcement: 5
Add provision for compliance audit: 3
Include legislative/judicial/gubernatorial/
local records in PRL: 2
Coordinate PRL with open records law: 2
Authority to collect certain records: 2
Add right to replevin estrayed records: 2

The survey question sought the opinion of the respondents as to what
was commendable and what was lamentable about their existing public records
laws, and what they would remedy if they could. While the responses were
wide-ranging, a certain candor appeared here more than in any other section.
The proposed reforms reflect more than fault-finding; they get to the heart of
what makes a law current, appropriate and inclusive, rather than fair or good.
Thirty-two percent of the forty-two respondents indicated they thought
their state’s PRL was strong, comprehensive and well-defined. The only other
positive point to the laws cited by 12 percent of the respondents was that
agencies were, by law, held responsible for the oversight of their records.
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Proposed Reforms
(The following percentages indicate number of responses in a category
out of a total of thirty-five respondents; many supplied several responses.) In the
category of reforming or remedying the law, a chorus of 40 percent of the
respondents asked for additional enforcement powers and penalties for
violations. This continued the theme stated throughout the survey that legal
backing makes the law credible and agencies compliant.
The second dominant comment of the respondents (18 percent) was
recognition that electronic recordkeeping I information technology is a key
part of information management and access policies, and that a link through
statute and definition was important. Georgia’s official noted, “Classification of
information in stored electronic records, or lack of it, is a bigger threat to access
than willful disobedience of records laws.”
New Jersey’s official summed up the issues: “Rapidly expanding use of
electronic records and imaging technology make it extremely difficult to apply
existing laws and regulations governing records retention, preservation, disposal
and public access. A complete overhaul of PRL is needed to clarify and
strengthen authority...for records regardless of format or medium, and to
establish reasonable rules and procedures for public access to records.”
The Delaware respondent suggested elevating PRL authority to cabinetlevel status. “This is...happening in a number of states with IT [information
technology] agencies... bring IT under Archives and RM program authority.”
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Budgetary issues were the next most cited topic. Summarized a
Minnesota respondent as “lack of resources to provide assistance,” 14 percent of
the respondents agreed with him.

Funding woes and insufficient staffing in

Nebraska, West Virginia and Wisconsin were identified as reasons for their being
less effective than they expected.
Collaboration between records management and archives programs
needed. States which have these programs operating under different areas of
government unanimously pointed out that cooperation and collaboration were
essential. Several of the respondents with separate programs indicated the
programs would be more effective if they were united.
Kentucky’s respondent wrote, “Open records connection is helpful in
that it helps public understand that to have credible access to public records, you
need to have credible records management.” Kentucky uses annual reports to
the legislative and executive branches to offer the “opportunity to reflect on
performance and compliance.”
Other recommendations: Five to eight percent of the respondents cited
the following as worthy of being included in their PRL: a compliance audit
provision; inclusion of legislative, judicial, gubernatorial and local records within
realm of PRL (where excluded); authority to return estrayed records to the state;
and authority to set collection policy for archives.

CHAPTER V.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Public records have a unique purpose and nature. They establish and
protect the rights and responsibilities of both the governed and their government;
they also provide current and historical documentation of our society. Public
records provide administrative, legal and fiscal accountability and continuity in
governance. Further, due to their inherent value to citizens and various interest
groups, there is an extraordinary demand for this information outside of
government.
Ultimately, the existence and availability of government information are
based on statutes known as public records laws. Compliance with such
laws-which guide the life cycle of information from creation to maintenance to
disposition-by state agencies and local governments determines what
information is available and for how long. Consequently, the quality of a public
records law and the support it receives have significant bearing on the retention
of and ability to obtain government information.
This paper described the objectives of state public records laws toward
ensuring the appropriate preservation and availability of government information.
In analyzing both literature on the subject and comments from state archives and
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records management officials charged with public records oversight, the
implications of good, bad and indifferent laws were documented.
Five groups with an interest or stake in the quality of a state’s public
records law and its implementation were identified:
(1)

Agencies and officials who create, receive and hold government
information throughout its life cycle;

(2)

Archives and records management agencies and officials with the
statutory mandate to provide oversight for public records;

(3)

State legislatures and governors, who as elected officials represent
their constituents and also create public records of significance;

(4)

State judiciary, which arbitrates disputes regarding the retention of
and access to public records. It also creates and holds public
records of significance; and

(5)

Non-governmental groups, such as citizens, the media and private
enterprises that seek access to the information held or managed by
the other four groups.

In examining the interests of these five groups, the testimony of public
records oversight officials, and factors established in the literature relating to
public records laws, a number of provisions for ensuring the availability of
government information were emphasized.

, Hypotheses Upheld
The availability of government information as well as access to it relies on
the quality and strength of two entities: the law itself and the agency that
supports the law. It was argued that certain components would influence the
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efficacy of a public records law. The author predicted state laws and programs
having the following specifications would be more likely to protect the availability
of government information:
(1)

A statute specifically designated as the “Public Records Law” which
included all state and local government records, and located in one
section within a state’s statutes.

(2)

A public records law linked or related by cross-reference to the state’s
access to records (“freedom of information” or “open records”) laws.

(3)

An oversight agency placed within the state’s organizational structure so
as to indicate it is an authoritative administrative body for providing
guidance on the retention of all government records.

(4)

An oversight agency and official named in the statute as the state’s
records custodian to oversee the public records law and manage the
state’s records management and archives programs.

(5)

Enforcement should be credible and actively pursued, with significant
repercussions and sanctions for violations of law’s provisions.

(6)

Endorsement of the mission of the oversight agency through the allocation
of resources to train and educate officials regarding the appropriate
retention, disposition and care of public records.

These six hypotheses were affirmed by the officials’ responses to the PRL
Survey. The survey of state oversight officials, conducted to determine their
satisfaction with the content and fulfillment of their public records laws, asserted
key factors for establishing and supporting laws that are effective protectors of
government information. The survey results also confirmed statements in public
records law literature concerning what makes a law more likely to be effective.
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Influences on the Availability of Information
Both the literature and respondents made the following points about what
must comprise a public records law or its supporting program so that it
adequately supports the appropriate availability of information.
In addition to the six predicted factors listed above, the following factors
were noted as being necessary components of an effective public records law:
Need for either an advisory or approving board for oversight
agency to provide guidance and support in fulfilling mission.
Need for all government officials to be covered in the provisions of
the PRL, including state agencies, the governor, legislature,
judiciary and each local government entity.
Need to define what information is designated as a “public record.”
Need to mandate records retention and disposition schedules as
the method for identifying nonpermanent records and their
retention period, as well as identify permanent records, archival
records and vital records.
Need to state the policy and procedure for the legal destruction of
public records.
•

Need to include in the law a statement regarding changes in
custodianship such as delivering records to the successor in office,
ownership of records of defunct or transferred agencies, and
replevin of estrayed records.
Need to comply with standards for maintaining information in
various formats and mediums such as electronic media and
systems development and microfilm.

A effectively implemented public records law, in addition to assuring the
availability of government information, also will improve administrative efficiency
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and service through standardization of recordkeeping practices. This will save
staff time and lower costs for storage space by reducing the amount of records
retained.
By implementing a comprehensive public records law and endorsing a
vigorous approach to maintaining government information, state governments
establish a clear mandate that will be respected and observed by public officials.
In doing so, government records-whether they are essential, valuable, historical
or mundane-will be appropriately secured.

APPENDIX A

PUBLIC RECORDS SURVEY AND COVER LETTER
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February 12,1998

Dear Colleague:
I am undertaking the following survey for several complementary
purposes and would be very grateful if you would respond to it.
The survey is the key component of my master's thesis (for an M .A. in
government from the College of W illiam and M ary) on the role of public
records laws and access to government information.
This dovetails with my second purpose, making recommendations
regarding the possible revision of Virginia's public records law for the 1999
General Assembly session, as part of my job with the Library of Virginia's
Records Management and Imaging Services Division.
I have been urged to share the results of this survey and my paper's
findings; I expect to do so in a future issue of NAGARA's newsletter. (Some
of you may recall that I was the Clearinghouse newshound/editor for four
years.)
I f you indicate your response should be kept confidential, I w ill honor

I appreciate any time you are able to devote to this survey, and your
contributions to the subject.
that.

To encourage responses, I am sending this out both through the USPS
and e-mail; please reply whichever way is most convenient by February 27,
1998.
Should you wish to contact me directly: Grace Lessner, Library of
Virginia, RMISD, 800 E. Broad Street, Richmond, V A 23219; (804) 692-3611;
fax (804) 692-3603; e-mail <glessner@vsla.edu>.
Thank you for your important assistance with these projects.
Sincerely,

Grace Lessner

SURVEY CONCERNING THE STATUS AND
IMPROVEMENT OF STATE PUBLIC RECORDS LAWS
This survey focuses on state laws designed to protect, manage and preserve records
involved in the transaction of public business. These laws define public records,
govern documentation responsibilities of public officials, and set requirements for the
maintenance and retention of these records. The public records laws generally
designate responsibilities to the State Records Administrator and/or State Archivist.
Public access (open records / FOIA laws) for government records are a secondary
concern.
1.

Where is your agency situated within the state’s organizational structure?
[

] Secretary of State

[

] State Library

[

] Museums, Historical Resources

[

] Historical Society

] ___________________

[

2.

When was your state’s Public Records Law (PRL) enacted?

3.

Please give the statutory cite(s) of your PRL:__ _______________________
If you can enclose a copy of the law(s) or a WWW address to directly access
the complete law, it would be greatly appreciated.

4.

How does your state’s PRL relate to its open records / Freedom of Information
law (FOIA)?
[

]

Linked

[

]

Separated

[

] Cross-Referenced

Does your agency have any direct responsibility for FOIA requests?
[ ] YES
[ ] NO
Do you think that FOIA laws should be associated with PRLs?
[ ] YES [ ] NO
If you do not agree with the way they relate to each other, what would you
change?

5.

Do you think the term we commonly use, “public records,” best describes these
records and their nature?

[

] YES

Do you think what we call them is significant?

[

] NO
[

] YES

[

] NO

Should we call them “government records” or use another phrase?

6.

Do you favor the existence of an oversight group for the retention and
maintenance of public records?

i

] YES

[

] NO

in an ADVISORY role:

[

] YES

[

] NO

in an APPROVING role:

t

] YES

[

] NO

Please comment on REASONS:

Help? Hindrance?

Formality?

Which entities and/or other interest groups should be represented?

7.

[
[
[

] Judicial Branch
] Local government
] Secretary of State

[ ] Executive Branch
[ ] Legislative Branch
[ ] Attorney General

[
[
[

[

] Historian

[ ] Citizen

[

] Auditor’s Office
] Media
] Technology/Info
Agency
]_____________

Does your state’s policy for destroying public records apply to:
[

] State agencies

[

] Local government

[

] Both

Who approves the destruction?
Describe the steps that must be followed prior to destroying the records.

8.

What enforcement authority does your PRL contain?
[

] None

[

] Audit

[

] Only if caught

What sanctions does it contain for violations to it?
[

] Misdemeanor

[

] Felony

Are these sanctions meaningful?

9.

[

] Fines
[

] YES

] _______________
[

] NO

Has your PRL been involved in, or been a significant aspect of, litigation?
[

] YES [

] NO

If so, please explain.

10.

In your opinion, what or who ideally should be designated as the oversight
agency or official for the PRL and attendant records program?
[ ] State Archivist
[ ] Judicial entity
[

11.

[ ] State Records Administrator
[ ] Gubernatorial appointee

] Other ____________________

[
[

n

] State Librarian
] Legislative
appointee

Based on the PRL(s) you are familiar with, what do you consider to be
noteworthy strengths and weaknesses?

What would you add or omit?

12.

Are you:
[ ] Satisfied
[ ] Dissatisfied
with how your state is providing oversight and maintaining its public records?
Please explain.

13.

Are any agencies specifically excluded from the provisions of your PRL? [
YES [ ] NO
Which ones? Why?

14.

Are there any unique factors about your state’s government that significantly
affect its PRL?
[

] YES

[

] NO

If so, please explain.

15.

COMMENTS:

Name (optional):

______________________________________________

Organization / S ta te :______________________________________________
MANY THANKS FOR YOUR RESPONSE!

]
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1.

WHERE IS YOUR AGENCY SITUATED WITHIN THE STATE’S
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE?

ALABAMA
ALASKA

ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA

Alabama Dept, of Archives and History
Alaska State Archives and Records
Arizona Dept, of Library, Archives and Public
Records, RM Division
Arkansas History Commission
California State Archives

DELAWARE

Delaware Public Archives

AR1ZONA-RM

FLORIDA
GEORGIA
HAWAII
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA-A
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
MAINE
MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN-A
MICHIGAN-RM
MINNESOTA-A
MINNESOTA-RM
MISSOURI
MONTANA-A
MONTANA-RM
NEBRASKA-A
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA-A
NORTH DAKOTA-RM
OKLAHOMA

SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA-A

VERMONT-RM
VIRGINIA-A
VIRGINIA-RM
WASHINGTON
W EST VIRGINIA-A
WISCONSIN-RM
WYOMING

Florida Bureau of Archives and Records
Management
Georgia Department of Archives & History
Hawaii State Archives
Idaho State Historical Society
Illinois State Archives
Indiana Commission on Public Records
Iowa Historical Society
Kansas State Historical Society
Kentucky Dept, of Libraries and Archives
Maine State Archives
Massachusetts Archives
Michigan State Archives, Michigan Historical
Center
Michigan Records and Forms Management
Division
Minnesota Historical Society
Minnesota Dept, of Administration, Public
Information Policy Analysis Division
Missouri State Archives
Montana State Archives
Records Management Bureau
Nebraska State Historical Society
Nevada State Library and Archives
New Hampshire Division of Records
Management and Archives
New Jersey Dept, of Archives and Records
Management
New Mexico Commission of Public Records
New York State Archives and Records
Administration
North Carolina Division of Archives and History
North Dakota State Archives
North Dakota Division of Records Management
Ohio Historical Society
Oklahoma Dept, of Libraries, Office of Archives
and Records
Oregon State Archives
South Carolina Dept, of Archives and History,
Archives and Records Management Division
South Dakota State Archives
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
Utah State Archives and Records Service
Vermont General Services Center, Public
Records
Library of Virginia
Library of Virgina, Records Management and
Imaging Services Division
Washington State Archives and Records
Management Division
West Virginia Archives and History
Wisconsin Dept, of Administration, Records
Management Section
Wyoming Division of Cultural Resources,
Archives

Independent agency
State Library and Department of Education
Legislative branch
Parks and Tourism, Department of
Secretary of State
Secretary of State, Division of Historical and
Cultural Affairs
Secretary of State
Secretary of State
Accounting and General Service
State Historical Society, State Educ. Dept.
Secretary of State
Independent agency
Historical Society
Historical Society
State Library and Archives, Department for
Secretary of State
Secretary of State
Secretary of State
Management and Budget, Department of
Historical Society
Administration, Department of
Secretary of State
Historical Society
Secretary of State
Historical Society
State Library and Archives
Secretary of State
State Library
Independent agency
Education Department
Cultural Resources, Department of
Historical Society (state agency)
Information Services Division
Historical Society
State Library
Secretary of State
Independent agency
Historical Society
State Library
Administrative Services
Administration, Agency of
State Library
State Library
Secretary of State
Education and the Arts, Department of
Administration, Department of
Commerce-Cultural Resources

2.

WHEN WAS YOUR STATE’S PUBLIC RECORDS LAW (PRL) ENACTED?1

ALABAM A
ALASK A
ARIZONA-RM
ARKANSAS
CALIFO RNIA
DELAW ARE
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
HAWAII
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOW A-A
K ANSAS
K ENTUCKY
M AINE
M ASSACHUSETTS
M ICHIGAN-A
MICHIGAN-RM
M INNESOTA-A
MINNESOTA-RM
M ISSOURI
M ONTANA-A
MONTANA-RM
NEBRASKA-A
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
/ N EW JER SEY
NEW MEXICO
N EW YO RK
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA-A
NORTH DAKOTA-RM
OHIO-A
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
SOUTH C A RO LINA
SO UTH DAKOTA-A
TEXAS

VIRG INIA-A
VIRG INIA-RM
W EST VIRG IN IA -A
W ISCONSIN-RM
W YOM ING

1945,
1970
1901
1973,
1968
1905,
1904,
1972
1975;

1955

1991, 1995
1988
1967
1988

1957, 1961
1935, 1939, 1979
1974
1945
1958
1973
1892
1913; 1984
1988
1947
1971
1965 (state records); 1972 (local records)
1969
1977
1961
1911
1961
1898 (local records); 1920 (est. PR Office); 1953
1947, 1959
Local records-1912; State Govt Records-1950
1935, rev. 1995
Archives 1977
RM 1961
1959, rev. 1998
r
1939, 1947 Archives and Records Commission
1973
1973; revised 1990
Depends on the section-revised many times
1947; Local Govt RA 1989; modernized State RL 1997
1992
1960, 1979
1976 VPRA
1976 VPRA
1957
1970, 1990, 1996
1948
1950s

1 Responses may indicate either initial public records law adoption and/or significant revisions.

3. STATUTORY CITE(S) OF STATE’S PRL:
A LAB A M A
A LASK A
A RIZO NA-RM
A R K A N SA S
C A LIFO RNIA
DELAW ARE
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
HAW AII
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IO W A-A

KENTUCKY
’.m a i
M ASSACHUSETTS
M ICHIGAN-A
M ICHIGAN-RM
M INNESOTA-A
MINNESOTA-RM
M ISSOURI
M ONTANA-A
M ONTANA-RM
NEBRASKA-A
NEVADA
N EW HAMPSHIRE
N EW JER SEY
N EW M EXICO
N EW YO R K
NORTH C ARO LINA
NORTH DAKOTA-A
NORTH DAKOTA-RM
O HIO-A
O KLAHO M A
SO UTH CAROLINA
SO UTH DAKO TA-A

VER M O N T-R M
VIR G IN IA -A
VIRG IN IA -R M
W A SHING TO N
W E S T VIRG INIA-A
W ISC O N SIN -R M
W YO M IN G

AL Code 41, Chapt. 13
AK Statutes Title 40, Ch. 21
AZ Revised Statutes, Sections 38-421, 39-101, 39-103, 39--121, 41-1350,
41-1346, 41-1347, 41-1345, 41-1351,41-1348
Acts of AK, Act 905 (sta te ), Act 800 (local)
CA Govt. Code, Sections 6250 et.seq.
29 DE Code 501-526
FL Statutes Ch. 119, FL Admin Code 1B-11, 1B-24, 1-b 26.003
Official Code of Georgia Annoted 50-18-90 - 50-18-103; OCGA 45-11-1
Ch 94F, Hawaii Rev. Stat
No comprehensive PRL; primarily Ch. 3, Title 9 of ID Code
State records (1957) 5 ILCS 100/1 et seq; Local records (1961) 50 ILCS
205/1 etseq
Ind. Code 5-15
Code of IA Ch 304
Kansas Statutes Annotated 75-3501-3518; Govt. Records Preserv. Act
1981, KSA 45-401-413; Open Records Act 1983, KSA 45-215-223
KRS 171.410-740; Open Records Act 1976, 1994, KRS 61.8715
5 Maine Revised Statutes Annotated
c6b, MA General Laws
Public Act 271 (1913, amd); Public Act 431 (1984, amd)
Public Act 504 of 1988
MN Statutes: MS 138.16; MS 138.17
MN Statutes, s138.163-138.25
Ch. 109.200 -1 0 9 .3 1 0 RSMo. Basic law enacted in 1965 for state records;
added local records 1972
State Archives/preservation (1969, 22-3-201 - 203 MCA); elected officials
(1977, 2-6-301-303); PR mgmt (1977, 2-6-201-214)
MCA 2-6-201 - 2 1 3
NE Rev. Statutes 84-1201 to 84-12264.
Nev. Revised Stat 239
NH Revised Statutes Annotated 5
NJ Statutes, Title 47
PRA (1959) 14-3, NMSA 1978; Inspection of PRA 14-2, NMSA 1978
Sec 57-.05-.39, Arts & Cultural Affairs Law
NC Public Acts, Ch 121, 132
NDCC Ch 54-46
NDCC Ch 44-04-18 (1957, Access to PR)
67 OK Statutes, 203 et seq; 67 O.S., 305 et seq for RM and Archives acts;
51 O.S., 24A3 et seq for Open Records Act
OR Rev. Statutes 192
Code of Laws of SC 1976, Sec. 30-1-10 thru 30-1-40
SDCL 1-27
TX Govt Code Ch 441, Subch L; TX Local Govt Code, Ch 201-205
UT Code 63-2
T22 Sec 453-457; T33 Sec 218-219
Code of VA, 42.1-76
Code of VA, 42.1-76/91
Laws of WA, Ch 40.14
5A-8-1 thru 20; PR Mgmt & Preservation Act
Wl Statute 16.61 & 16.62
W Y Statutes 9-2-401 / 419; 1 6 -4 -2 0 1 /2 0 5

4. RELATIONSHIP OF PRL TO OPEN RECORDS LAW / FOIA:
STATUTORY
RELATIONSHIP

RESPONSIBLE
FOR FOIA
REQUESTS

SHOULD
FOIA AND
PRL BE
ASSOCIATED

ALABAMA

Separated

NO

No

ALASKA

Cross-referenced

No

No

ARIZONA-RM

Separated

No

No

ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA

Separated
Cross-referenced

No
No

Yes

DELAWARE

Separated

No

Yes

FLORIDA

Linked

No

No

GEORGIA

Separated

No

Yes

HAWAII

Linked

No

IDAHO

Separated

No

ILLINOIS

Cross-referenced
Linked
Separated
Separated

Yes
No

KENTUCKY

Cross-referenced

No

Yes

MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN-A
MICHIGAN-RM
MINNESOTA-A

Separated
Linked
Separated
Separated
Separated

No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

MINNESOTA-RM

Separated

Yes

Yes

MISSOURI

Separated

No

Yes

MONTANA-A

Separated

MONTANA-RM

Linked
Separated
Separated
Separated

IOWA-A
\KANSASB-^Y^^

NEW HAMPSHIRE

COMMENTS
There is no FOI law in AL, only public access act
that is separate from PRL. 1would try to make the
language more consistent and clear between the
different sections of the Code.
The laws are totally separate. The access to public
records law dates back to 1901 and is much more
open than FOIA. I see no need to reference or tie
the laws together.

As a baseline, the definition of "public record"
should be the sam e-our FOIA law has a different
and slightly broader definition. [See FOIA statute]
The laws should be combined into a single law;
access requires retention of the record: no
retention, no access.
I believe that access to public records should only
be restricted for a definite period of time for specific
reasons.

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Cross-referencing would be helpful
The Open Records Act states ".. while all govt,
agency records are public records for the purpose
of their mgmt, not ail records are required to be
open to public access..."

We use different definitions for public records in
M.S. 138 and government data which is the term
used in our FOIA. Do so with intent but the
difference does concern people.
No open records or FOIA law--it's in the state
constitution only

No
No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

NEW JERSEY

Linked

No

Yes

NEW MEXICO

Separated

Yes

Yes

NEW YORK

Separated

No

Yes

No FOIA
NJS Title 47 should be revised in its entirety to
clarify and strengthen the role of the agency and
the State Records Committee in establishing
policies and regulations for public access of
records.
NM's IPR uses the same terms but different
definitions, so there is confusion in some respects.
For example, "public record" is defined in different
ways, the IPR being broader.
The laws can be better coordinated to require
creation, retention and appropriate access to
records that document govt operations and
accountability to public.

STATUTORY
RELATIONSHIP

RESPONSIBLE
FOR FOIA
REQUESTS

SHOULD
FOIA AND
PRL BE
ASSOCIATED

NORTH CAROLINA

Linked

No

No

NORTH DAKOTA-A
NORTH DAKOTA-RM
OHIO-A
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
SOUTH CAROLINA

No
No
No
No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Yes

VERMONT-RM
VIRGINIA-A
VIRGINIA-RM
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA-A

Separated
Linked
Linked
Separated
Linked
Linked
No FOIA as such
in this state
Cross-referenced
Linked
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated

No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes

WISCONSIN-RM

Separated

No

Yes

WYOMING

Separated

SOUTH DAKOTA-A

COMMENTS
NC is an "open records" state-records are
presumed open to inspection in the absence of a
statutory restriction.

If the PRL is written well, there should be no need
for a separate FOIA.

Would make one definition for records access and
records management.

5. PREFERRED TERMINOLOGY FOR “PUBLIC RECORDS”:
IS “PUBLIC
R EC O R D S”
BEST TERM ?

IS WHAT
THEY’RE
CALLED
SIGNIFICANT?

A LABAM A

No

Yes

A LASK A

Yes

Yes

AR IZO N A-R M

No

No

C A LIFO RN IA

Yes

Yes

DELAW ARE

No

Yes

FLORIDA

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

HAW AII

No

Yes

IDAHO

Yes

SHOULD W E CALL THEM GOVERNM ENT
RECORDS? COMMENTS.

Yes. 1 like government records as inclusive term.
Public seems to work in Alaska. It is relatively easy
to explain public, but restricted. Easier than to
explain government, non-government and
restricted.
1 prefer government records since it reflects more
on ownership than public access. Public records
usually has the connotation of access by the public.

A R KA N SA S

ILLINOIS
INDIANA

KENTUCKY

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

M ASSACHUSETTS

No

Yes

M ICHIG AN-A

Yes

Yes

M ICHIGAN-RM

No

No

M IN NESO TA -A

No

Yes

M INNESOTA-RM

No

Yes

M ISSOURI

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

M O NTANA-A
M ONTA N A -R M

No. Many government records are not public under
CA law, e.g., records of legislators, court records.
I've always favored the term "government records"
to eliminate the perception that the Public Records
Law only covers records that are open for public
inspection.
No. Public records are assets of the state and the
property of the taxpaying public.
"Public records" carries the implication of "open
records" in some instances.
Government records
1 use public records rather than govt records to
keep the idea that these records belong to public
rather than govt agencies or political officials.
Fruitless discussion. It's been argued for many
years, and never resolved.
Public also connotes "open" for researchers.
W e use both. 1 prefer "government records.”
"Public records" is regularly used as meaning
"open records." Need public relations campaign to
change interpretation.
Yes. "PR" confuses govt officials. They think if
records are restricted, they don’t have to provide
any access or manage records according to law,
schedule them, etc. Public understands what PR
means, but it doesn't manage them!
Records is the key term, the other word shows
ownership such as government, state, company,
etc.
Strongly prefer "government records”; this keeps
the access issue away from the term "public" and
can clearly include private or confidential records.
"Government data"
Not all are open to the public, but generally 1 like
the idea that government records belong to the
public, not the office-holder or agency.
Even though we don't have an open records law,
many persons use the term "public" when they
really mean "open.” 1think the general public
doesn't clearly understand any of this.
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NEBRASKA-A

IS “PUBLIC
RECORDS”
BEST TERM ?

IS WHAT
THEY’RE
CALLED
SIGNIFICANT?

Yes

Yes

N EVADA

No

Yes

N EW HAM PSHIRE

Yes

No

N EW JER SEY

No

Yes

N EW M EXICO

Yes

Yes

N EW YO RK

No

Yes

NORTH C A RO LINA

Yes

Yes

NORTH DAKOTA-A

No

Yes

NORTH D AKO TA-RM

Yes

Yes

O HIO-A

Yes

Yes

O K LA HO M A
OREG ON
SO UTH CARO LINA

Yes
No

No
Yes
Yes

S O U TH D AKO TA-A

Yes

Yes

TEX A S

No

Yes

UTAH

No

Yes

VER M O N T-RM

Yes

Yes

V IR G IN IA -A

Yes

Yes

VIR G IN IA -R M

Yes

Yes

W A SHING TO N

Yes

Yes

W E S T VIR G IN IA -A
W ISC O N SIN -R M
W Y O M IN G

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

SHOULD W E C A LL THEM GOVERNMENT
RECORDS? COMMENTS.

Yes. "Public records" is often mistaken for the right
to access govt records. Within "govt records" are
records which are "confidential" (open to only govt
staff), "restricted" (open to named individual and
certain others) and "open" access to anyone.
There is almost universal misunderstanding of the
difference between "public records" and "public
accessible records." That the latter is a subset of
the former is a distinction lost on most people,
including some high officials of govt w/legal bkgds.
Calling records "govt records" is pretty
encompassing and includes confidential material
and material not intended to be public. Using such
a term would create more expectations or require
more explanation than would otherwise be needed.
Yes. Many NYers assume "PR" means only those
govt records that are not exempt from public
disclosure under FOIA.
"Govt records" is less open to interpretation,
although I'm increasingly convinced that "records"
is as little understood as "public."
Public records because the title promotes access
and helps with funding.
No preference
Government records
According to our law, these records belong to, and
are maintained for, the benefit of the people of the
state. In both senses they are public records.
Government records
1 like "government records." In Utah "public" is an
access classification.
Emphasis on "public" nature of records is
important.
"Public" is probably best term but often requires
clarification because of the term's use in
FOIA/Privacy laws (public, confidential, restricted).
Public records and government records
terminology is often interchangeable, but
traditionally the Division refers to public records in
its publications and directives.

6.

DO YOU FAVOR THE EXISTENCE OF AN OVERSIGHT GROUP?
FOR
RETENTION
AND
MAINTENANCE
OF PUBLIC
RECORDS?

ALABAMA

Yes

ALASKA

No

ARIZONA-RM

No

IN AN
ADVISORY
OR
APPROVING
ROLE?

COMMENTS

AG, AUD,
EXEC, HIST,
JUD, LEGIS,
LOCAL,
MEDIA,
TECHNO

Approving

Advisory

REPRESENT
ATIVES1

It seems important to focus responsibility
on originating office. Perhaps a
secondary retention (in the archives) could
benefit from advisory opinion of an
oversight group.
The responsibility and authority for records
retention is solely with the DLAPR.
Retention periods are determined by
professional records management staff
and approved relatively quickly.

EXEC, CITZN,
JUD, LEGIS,
TECHNO

ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA

Yes

Approving

DELAWARE

Yes

Approving

FLORIDA

Yes

Approving

GEORGIA

Yes

HAWAII

No

Advisory

IDAHO

Yes

Advisory and
approving

ILLINOIS

Yes

Approving

INDIANA

Yes

Approving

My experience leads me to conclude that
without "teeth" for a regulatory agency,
public records laws have little "staying"
power.
A more high profile process consistent
with the potential impact of faulty records
disposition decisions. 1 like the Records
Commission format in OK that has "sole,
entire and exclusive authority" of the
disposition of public records, with a citizen
appointee as chair.
An oversight group makes the law more
effective and enforceable. It also helps
prevent the premature destruction of
records and establishes specific retention
requirements.
If we accept that most government officals
are of good will and want to do what is
right, then our primary need is education
in the what and how of records creation
and maintenance.
May get too difficult to arrive at a decision.
1think a “citizen” oversight group for
retention and maintenance of PR in an
advisory and approving role is necessary
for our democratic way of life. Too many,
especially in this state, think govt is too
removed from them and they do not have
access.
Fruitless discussion. It’s been argued for
many years, and never resolved.

It gives the force of law from more than
one agency.

AG, EXEC,
HIST, JUD,
LEGIS,
LOCAL,
TECHNO

AG, AU,
CITZN,
TECHNO

AG, AUD,
SECSTATE
All but HIST
(they want
everything
saved, just in
case).

CITZN, with
all others
having
informing role
w/ group

AG, CTZN,
EXEC, HIST,
JUD, LEGIS,
LOCGOV,
MED,
SECSTATE

1 Key to R epresentatives: AG-Attorney General; AU-Auditor; CTZN-Citizen; EXEC-Executive Branch; HIST-Historian;
JUD-Judicial Branch; LEGIS-Legislative Branch; LOCGOV-Local Government; MED-Media; SECSTATE-Secretary of
State; TECHNO-Technology/lnformation office

FOR
RETENTION
AND
MAINTENANCE
OF PUBLIC
RECORDS?

IN AN
ADVISORY
OR
APPROVING
ROLE?

IOWA-A

Yes

Approving

KANSAS

Yes

Approving

COMMENTS

The formal existence of rulemaking
comission helps provide legal support for
the work of the Archives and Records
Program. Without that support we can
only hope to persuade agencies to
comply.
We have a State Records Board that
approves retention and disposition
schedules.

KENTUCKY

Yes

Advisory and
approving

We have one, we find it useful, it supports
the work of the dept, as an independent
board but it’s chaired by our
commissioner. It has substantial authority
(exclusive authority over destruction and
approval of schedules) and works well in
tandem w / dept.

MAINE

Yes

Advisory and
approving

Consistency-external authority reduces
"conflict of interest."

We have a Records Conservation Board
for state records of Exec Branch (c. 30, s.
42). Under c.66, the Supervisor of PR
performs a similar function for local govt
records.

MASSACHUSETTS

Yes

Advisory and
approving

MICHIGAN-A

Yes

Advisory

MICHIGAN-RM

Yes

Approving

MINNESOTA-A

No

MINNESOTA-RM

Yes

Advisory and
approving

MISSOURI

Yes

Advisory and
approving

Additional insight and influence
Provides legitimacy and legality. Provides
review by numerous different aspects. It
can be a hindrance!
An advisory body would unduly hinder
deliberations of professional archivists; we
feel it would offer little effective assistance.
If such a body were needed for a specific
issue, we would prefer convening an adhoc group for that specific issue.

In MO, State Records Commission and
Local Records Board exists.

REPRESENT
ATIVES1
AG, AU,
CTZN, GOV
OFC (LT
GOV?), HIST

AG, AU,
CTZN, EXEC,
HIST, JUD,
LEGIS,
LOCGOVT,
MEDIA,
SECSTATE,
TECHNO
AG, CTZN,
EXEC, HIST,
JUD, LEG,
LOC GOV,
TECHNO
On RCB we
have: AG,
EXEC,
SECSTATE.
We should
also have
LEGIS and
TECHNO
AG, AU, HIST,
SECSTATE
AG, AU,
ARCHIVES

AG, AU,
CTZN, EXEC,
HIST, JUD,
LEGIS,
LOCAL
GOVT,
MEDIA,
SECSTATE,
TECHNO
AG, AU,
EXEC, HIST,
LEGIS,
SECSTATE,
TECHNO,
FORMS
MGMT

M
FOR
RETENTION
AND
MAINTENANCE
OF PUBLIC
RECORDS?

IN AN
ADVISORY
OR
APPROVING
ROLE?

COMMENTS

MONTANA-A

Yes

Approving

1find a lot of state agencies don't
know/don't pay attention to the laws and
we use the State Records Committee as
an educational tool as much as anything.

MONTANA-RM

Yes

Advisory and
approving

Montana has a State Records Committee
and Local Government Records
Committee.

NEBRASKA-A

Yes

Approving

NEVADA

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Yes

Approving

As a general rule, the fewer boards etc.
the faster and more efficiently everything
will operate. Record "openness" is a
matter of law; record retention is generally
something agreed on by agency in conjun
w/ RM & SA, then approved by Governor
& Exec Council.
Favor strengthening and broadening the
authority of the State Records Committee
to oversee not only records retention and
maintenance, but also FOIA.

No

Yes

An approving oversight group adds
formality to the retention and disposition of
records-thus enhances the legal
destruction or transfer to archives of
records.

Approving

Present composition of SRC: AG, State
Treas, AU, Dir of Local Govt Svs, Dir of
NJDARM (or designees). Favor
expanding SRC by 2-3 seats to inc addl
reps from other EXEC depts and local
govt agenc, rotating.

REPRESENT
ATIVES1
AG,
ARCHIVES,
AU,
SECSTATE
(RM Bureau),
TECHNO.
Any/all of the
others might
be good also
("MEDIA
might be real
interesting!)
AG, AU,
CTZN, EXEC,
HIST, JUD,
LEGIS,
LOCAL
GOVT,
MEDIA,
SECSTATE,
TECHNO
AG, AU,
CTZN, EXEC,
HIST, JUD,
LEGIS,
LOCAL
GOVT,
MEDIA,
SECSTATE,
TECHNO
AG, BUDGET
OFC, CTZN,
EXEC, HIST,
LOCAL
GOVT,
SECSTATE,
TECHNO,
UNIV. Invite
JUD and
LEGIS as
advisory only.

AU, HIST,
LEGIS,
LOCAL
GOVT,
TECHNO.

b il
FOR
RETENTION
AND
MAINTENANCE
OF PUBLIC
RECORDS?

NEW MEXICO

Yes

IN AN
ADVISORY
OR
APPROVING
ROLE?

Advisory and
approving

COMMENTS

Without any enforcement authority built
into legislation, oversight becomes a
matter of marketing. Public policy for
preserving PR must be sold to the
creators of the records and their
custodians-whether they recognize
themselves in the role or not.
Creators and custodians come and go and
their interest is specific to the job at hand.
A neutral oversight body can set policy
and then assure the policy is followed.

NEW YORK

NORTH CAROLINA

Yes

Advisory

NORTH DAKOTA-A

Yes

Advisory and
approving

NORTH DAKOTA-RM

Yes

Approving

Yes

OKLAHOMA

Yes

OREGON

No

SOUTH CAROLINA

Yes

AG, AU,
EXEC, HIST,
JUD, LEGIS,
LOCAL
GOVT,
SECSTATE

AG, AU,
CTZN,
EDUCATORS
, EXEC, HIS,
JUD, LEGIS,
LOCAL
GOVT,
MEDIA,
SECSTATE,
TECHNO

Hindrance. Things work well now~an
oversight body would only provide another
level of bureaucracy.

No

OHIO-A

Advisory group helps us to know the
needs of our ''customers" and helps
customers understand the diverse
perspectives about mgmt of govt records.

REPRESENT
ATIVES1

Approving

Advisory

AG, AU. [ND
statute states
AG, AU, SA,
SRA involved
in disposition
decisions]
AG, AU,
EXEC,
LOCAL
GOVT,
agency w/ the
records in
their
possession
An oversight group is needed to help
those responsible for PR meet their
obligations. Those respons for PR often
do not know what their obligat are, or how
to meet them. Also, creating retention
periods for new records is beyond most
agency RMs.
1 personally believe such an approach
promotes efficency and economy,
provides for consideration of all applicable
appraisal criteria, and promotes input
sufficient to consider all applicable
interests.
1don't have one and no longer feel a
need.

Too formal, will slow down decision
making and action

AG, AU,
CTZN, EXEC,
HIST, JUD,
LEGIS,
LOCAL
GOVT,
TECHNO

B3]
FOR
RETENTION
AND
MAINTENANCE
OF PUBLIC
RECORDS?

IN AN
ADVISORY
OR
APPROVING
ROLE?

COMMENTS

The creators and maintainers of the
records do not always understand the
value of the records outside of their
administrative functions.

SOUTH DAKOTA-A

Yes

Advisory and
approving

TEXAS

Yes

Approving

TX has oversight group for local govt
records w/ approving authority. Process is
cumbersome, but helps build acceptance
of and adherence to administrative rules.

UTAH

Yes

Approving

It helps to have a review by the state's
records committee that has expertise in
several areas.

VERMONT-RM

Yes

Advisory

Help

VIRGINIA-A

Yes

Advisory

Advisory group would assist in raising
visibility of PRL and records program

Advisory

My experience elsewhere was an
oversight group proved to be a bottleneck
in approving schedules. Frequently quick
changes to proposed schedules were
made at monthly meetings which
adversely impacted recordkeeping of
agencies.
There must be some body or mechanism
in state and local govts to advise and
approve records retention schedules
created by those bodies.

VIRGINIA-RM

No

WASHINGTON

Yes

Advisory and
approving

WEST VIRGINIA-A

Yes

Advisory

Would provide strength...

WISCONSIN-RM

Yes

Approving

Only a board or joint program can provide
for representation of all interests in
records. However, board members’
differing perceptions of how much
discretion to grant agencies hinders
effective implementation of records laws.

WYOMING

Yes

Approving

Variety of perspectives presented. More
credibility than just staff approving
schedules.

REPRESENT
ATIVES1
AG,
ARCHIVES,
AU, EXEC,
JUD, LEGIS,
LOCAL
GOVT, RM,
SECSTATE
AG, AU,
EXEC, HIST,
JUD, LEGIS,
LOCAL
GOVT, SEC
STATE
AG, AU,
CTZN, EXEC,
HIST, LOCAL
GOVT,
MEDIA
AG, AU,
CTZN, HIST,
LOCAL
GOVT,
TECHNO
Any/all are
appropriate in
advisory
capacity
AG, AU,
EXEC, HIST,
LOCAL
GOVT,
MEDIA, SEC
CW, TECHNO
AG, AU,
FINANCIAL
MGMT, JUD,
LOCAL
GOVT, SEC
STATE,
TECHNO
AG, AU,
EXEC, HIST,
JUD, LEGIS,
SECSTATE,
TECHNO
AG, AU,
CTZN, EXEC,
HIST, JUD,
LEGIS,
LOCAL
GOVT,
TECHNO
AG, AU,
CTZN, HIST

7.

PROCEDURES FOR DESTROYING PUBLIC RECORDS:1
POLICY
APPLIES TO:

WHO
APPROVES
DESTRUCTION?

DESCRIBE PROCEDURES

ALABAMA
ALASKA
ARIZONA-RM
ARKANSAS

State agencies
and local
governments

N/A

State agencies
and local
governments
State agencies
and local
governments

BARM

Agency/locality completes form requesting dispostion, reviewed
by BARM, can destroy once approved.

Agency admin, sets
policy; assigns
records
responsibilities.
State comptroller

Law says no records paid for by the public may be destroyed
w/out authority of an approved (by State Records Comm)
records retention schedule. CYA rule: document destruction
actions by series and dates.
Public officers submit list (form) for disposal; comptroller
determines disposition; retain copy of list with originating office,
AG, archives.
Each state agency should complete form identifying records to
be destroyed and receive approval prior to. Only followed
occasionally. Local: SHS to be notified in writing 60 days prior
to destruction, seldom happens.
Submission of disposal notice to proper commission; approved
by that commission.

CALIFORNIA
DELAWARE
FLORIDA

GEORGIA

HAWAII

IDAHO

ILLINOIS

INDIANA

State agencies
and local
governments

SRM, SA,
legislative AU

State agencies
and local
governments

State Records
Commission, Local
Records
Commission
Agency, county
commission, state
commission

State agencies
and local
governments

KWVA-A Si
KANSAS
KENTUCKY

State agencies
and local
governments

SA&R Committee

No approved schedule, no approved destruction. SARC meets
quarterly, approves schedule. Agency completes Records
Destruction Certificate to document destruction occurred.

State agencies
and local
governments

Records
Disposition Panel

State agencies
and local
governments

Heads of unit or
agency using
approved
schedules

State agencies
and local
governments

State Records
Commission and
Local Records
Board

RD Panel consists of director of MHS, legislative or state
auditor, and AG. Agency must complete a request for authority
to dispose of records listing the specific series titles, dates and
quantities. Request is reviewed by MHS, AU and AG. After
approval, MHS returns it to agency and it is filed as official
approval in MHS files. Alternatively, agency can have approved
schedule that permits ongoing disposition w/out specific request.
Agency informs MHS which records it has destroyed according
to schedule.
Records Disposition Panel approves retention schedules.
Heads of govt, unit or agency may dispose of records according
to schedule. List of disposed records shall be forwarded to
commissioner and archivist; archivist shall maintain a list of all
records destroyed (138.17, subd 7). Applic/order relating to
disposition of PR (138.19)
Creation of a retention schedule and its approval by State
Records Commission. Sign-off of State Archivist for executive
and judicial records. Legislature calls its own shots. Local
records left to own devices on destruction but could be liable for
disobeying retention schedule.

MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN-A
MICHIGAN-RM

MINNESOTA-A

MINNESOTA-RM

MISSOURI

MONTANA-A
MONTANA-RM

NEBRASKA-A

State agencies
and local
governments
State agencies
and local
governments

Agencies report to SRC; localities report to LGRC.

Records
management

Consult records retention schedule to determine if records can
be destroyed; if so, destroy and report destruction to RM; if not
on schedule, request permission to destroy from RM and SA.

1 This question was asked only in second and third survey mailings, hence the lower response rate.

POLICY
APPUES TO:

WHO
APPROVES
DESTRUCTION?

State agencies
and local
governments

Adopted records
retention schedule
is the legal
authority to retain,
destroy or transfer
records.

State agencies
and local
governments

NJDARM
processes all
"ordinary" disposal
requests under
auth of SRC.
Extraordinary
disposal requests
are acted upon by
SRC directly in
public meeting.

State agencies
and local
governments
State agencies
and local
governments

Through schedules

NEVADA

NEW HAMPSHIRE

NEW JERSEY

DESCRIBE PROCEDURES
State Records Committee (239.073) approves schedule for
state exec branch (inc. univ & cc system). W/ more sensitivetype records, we recommend (not require) that agency keep a
"destruction list." Local govt: state's "Local Govt Records
Manual" contains a general schedule which must be adopted
thru Admin Proced Act. Specific retention scheds must be
adopted thru policy or ordinance and first approved by SA. ("It
gets complicated sometimes. We proposed a law change last
session to give local govt schedules approval to SRC, but was
defeated.")
See Ch 239, 5:38 (1996)
Agencies submit a records disposal request to NJDARM, which
is reviewed by staff for completeness, accuracy and compliance
w/ laws, regs and retention scheds. Requests from agencies
are referred to ST AU for review, in case they are under audit. If
approved by AU, then goes to NJDARM for Director's approval.
Authorization to destroy is then given. Requests that depart
from normal procedures or schedules are either returned to
agency or referred to SRC for action.

NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK

NORTH CAROLINA

State: schedule is disposition plan, agency responsible. Local:
NYSA issues scheds for local govt. They file notice they are
using schedules, no forms.
Retention schedules approved by DCR & state agency
constitutes permission to destroy.

AG, AU, SA, SRA
(54-46-08)

NORTH DAKOTA-A
NORTH DAKOTA-RM
OHIO-A

State agencies
and local govts
State agencies

Authorization
through approved
retention schedules
SRA

OKLAHOMA

State: SRA, SA, AU sign off on schedules. Local: AU, SA,
county/city records commission sign off on schedules
Approval of a schedule or records disposition by the Archives
and Records Commission and the SRA's approval of a "Notice
to Destroy Records.”

^OREGONI;;ii:;' ^

State agencies
and local
government

State Archives via
retention schedules

"All records disposals that are carried carried out in accordance
w/ duly approved records schedules must be documented and
reported in accordance w/ procedures developed by the
Archives." (30-1-90) In most cases, just follow retention
schedule. For general schedule disposition, agencies and local
government must seek approval. We may be changing this
provision.

State agencies
and local
governments

Approved retention
schedules

Schedules are approved by librarian / director. Document which
recods were destroyed.

State agencies
and local
governments

Now: LVA
approves via form;
7/1/98: records
officers
Now: LVA
approves via form;
7/1/98: records
officers

Authorization to destroy is through approved retention
schedules; form is completed to document destruction of
records. LVA keeps copy of form permanently.

State agencies
and local
governments

SRM and SA

Schedule developed by agency, approved by SRA and SA,
followed by request for specific records destruction.

State agencies
and local
governments

Records
Committee

Records Committee approves retention schedules and acts
upon requests to destroy records.

SOUTH CAROLINA

SOUTH DAKOTA-A
TEXAS

VIRGINIA-A

VIRGINIA-RM

State agencies
and local
governments

Authorization to destroy is through approved retention
schedules; form is completed to document destruction of
records. LVA keeps copy of form permanently.

WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA-A
WISCONSIN-RM
WYOMING

m
8.

DESCRIBE ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY AND SANCTIONS CONTAINED IN
PRL:

ALAB A M A
ALASK A
A R IZO N A-R M
A R K A N SA S
CA LIFO RN IA

WHAT
ENFORCEM ENT
AU TH O R ITY DOES
PRL HAVE?
None
Only if caught
Only if caught
None
None

DELAW ARE

None

FLORIDA

Only if caught

GEORGIA

Only if caught.
Auditors not required
to, but frequently
write up agencies
and local govts for
poor recordkeepng
practices.

W H A T ARE SANCTIONS
FOR VIOLATIONS?

ARE THE SANCTIONS
M EANINGFUL?

Misdemeanor
Misdemeanor
Misdemeanor, felony
None
None
Misdemeanor in other parts
of the Code, not in PRL
Misdemeanor, fines.
Depends on intent. Can be
criminal; misdemeanor;
overlooked as a good faith
error. Some have been
fired; some removed from
office, and a few for
falsifying or destroying
records.

No
Sometimes. If public was
educated about govt, records
and schedules (GILS one
way), they could be effective.
No way should A/RM
programs become records
police. Cure would be worse
than symptoms!

Felony
Felony

Few sanctions and little
enforcement authority under
current law.
Of some effect
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

HAW AII
IDAHO
None
Audit
None

i:^ 0 A k

None

KENTUCKY

None

M AINE

Only if caught

M ASSA C HU SETTS

Only if caught

M ICHIG AN-A
M ICHIGAN-RM

M INNESOTA-RM

Only if caught
Only if caught
None. Can request
AG to replevin
records that have
been alienated in
violation of law, but
this power has not
been used.
Only if caught

M ISSOURI

Only if caught

M O NTANA-A
M ONTANA-RM

None
Audit

M IN NESO TA -A

Misdemeanor. No specific
penalties except for
tampering.
Tampering w/ public records
is a Class D felony (since
1992) and has been applied
in a variety of cases.
Misdemeanor
Fines of $10-$500 and/or up
to one year in jail.
Fines
Legal action in circuit court
Misdemeanor. Although it is
useful to inform agency
officials, especially elected
ones, that illegal destruction
is a misdemeanor. W e think
it is better than having no
sanctions at all.
Misdemeanor
Misdemeanor. Felony bill
currently before legislaturepassage iffy.
None

No
No
No
No

No

No
Only if someone with power
has wanted them to be
meaningful, which has
happened. Otherwise, not
really.

fn]
WHAT
ENFORCEM ENT
A U TH O R ITY DOES
PRL HAVE?
NEBRASKA-A

Only if caught

NEVADA
N EW HAM PSHIRE
N EW JER SEY

Only if caught
None
Only if caught

N EW M EXICO

None specifically

N EW YO RK

None

N ORTH CARO LINA

Only if caught

NORTH DAKOTA-A

Audit

NORTH DAKO TA-RM

None

: O H IO -A
OK LA HO M A
O REG ON
SO UTH C A RO LINA

Only if caught
None
Only if caught

SO UTH DAKOTA-A
TEX A S

Only if caught
Only if caught

VE R M O N T-R M

Only if caught

VIR G IN IA -A

Only if caught

VIR G IN IA -R M

Only if caught

W A SHING TO N
W E ST VIRG IN IA -A
W ISC O N SIN -R M

Audit
Only if caught
None (minimal)

W Y O M IN G

W H A T A RE SANCTIONS
FOR VIO LATIO NS?
Class III misdemeanor
(about a $50 fine). A pretty
cheap solution for relieving a
storage problem.
Felony
Felony
4th degree felony to tamper
with public records;
misdemeanor to refuse to
return public records
Misdemeanor.
Embarassment is a key
factor for elected officials.
Felony
Civil action brought by an
interested person or entity.
Fines
Misdemeanor
Misdemeanor; fined not less
than $200 nor more than
$5,000.
Depends on the section
Misdemeanor; felony if
attempt is to defraud
Misdemeanor
Fines of $50 - $1,000 for
each offense
Misdemeanor, class 3.
Misdemeanor, class 3.
Penalties probably need to
be spelled out for
noncompliance w/ overall
law, not just the one section.
Felony
Fines (Wl Stat 19.21)
Misdemeanor, punishable by
fine of not more than $100

A RE THE SANCTIONS
M EANINGFUL?

No
Yes, if enforced
No

No
No
No
No
Yes. Better than we had. Not
enforced. Does not deter folks
who want to destroy records.
No
Yes
No

No

No
No
No

9.

HAS YOUR PRL BEEN INVOLVED IN, OR BEEN AN ASPECT OF,
LITIGATION?
BEEN
INVOLVED
IN
LITIGATION?

ALAB A M A

Yes

A LA S K A

Yes

AR IZO N A-R M

Yes

If> S j

EXPLANATIO N
Most relate to public (especially media) access to records.
There have been a few prosecutions for tampering with
records.
Impeachment proceedings of Governor, Exxon-Valdez and
associated lawsuits.
Though rarely enforced, the sanctions really get attention.
The access to public records (39-121 et.seq.) laws
specifically require a special action in superior court for
resolution.

A R K A N SA S
C A LIFO RN IA

Yes

D ELA W A R E
FLO RIDA

No
Yes

G EO R G IA

Yes

IDAHO

No

ILLINO IS

Yes

IN iW

Yes

I^ N S A S

No

KEN TU CK Y

No

M ASSA C HU SETTS
M IC HIG A N-A
M ICHIGAN-RM
M IN NESO TA -A
M IN NESO TA -RM

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

/mmmrnmmmmm

M O N TA N A -A

No

M ONTA N A -R M

No
No

N EVA D A

Yes

Cases attracting media attention surface periodically. No
significant changes to the PRL have occurred as a result.
See Brechner Report (www address).
Lots of case law; open records law is one of most litigated
laws.
Not at this time
Obtained an injunction against an agency that publicly
announced it would dispose of records despite PRL
disapproval.
Access to university records; destruction of personnel file.
Not to my knowledge.
Not aware of any litigation.
Under "Theft by unlawful taking" statutes, we nailed a former
judicial branch RM for theft of original records.

A replevin case.
Only peripherally. What ends up in court is the balancing act
agencies have to do with the two constitutional clauses--the
right to know v. the right to privacy.

The "Bradshaw" case which established a "balancing test" for
determining access to records: A govt agency should
balance the "need to know" with the need of confidentiality,
on a case by case basis.

No

N EW JER S E Y

Yes

Yes
Yes
NORTH C A R O LIN A

Yes

N O R TH D A KO TA -A

No

NJDARM has been called as a witness in several cases
involving unauthorized destruction of PR. In most cases,
staff is called to testify as to proper procedures for disposal of
public records and to state whether those procedures have
been followed.
Access (open records) issues (various cites listed).
Theft of maps; replevin case over 1850 prison ledger.
Press association is in court regularly pushing for access to
records.

NORTH DAKO TA-RM

BEEN
INVOLVED
IN
LITIGATION?
No

OHIO-A

Yes

EXPLANATION

Most cases are initiated by media seeking access to PR. A
few cases concern the illegal destruction of PR, again
initiated by media for most part.

O K LA HO M A
O REG ON

Yes

SO UTH C A RO LINA

Yes

SO UTH DAKO TA-A
TEXAS
UTAH
VER M O N T-RM

Don't know
No
No
No

VIR G IN IA -A

Yes

VIRG IN IA -R M

Yes

W A SHING TO N
W E S T VIR G IN IA -A
W ISC O N SIN -R M
W YO M IN G

Yes
No
No
No

Example: tobacco litigants are able to examine records
thanks to access provisions of PRL.
Illegal destruction of records by a county sheriff led to an
increase in penalty in early 1990s.

Litigation over recovery of 19th century county cout records
raised questions over that portion of PRA concerning seizure
of records by PR custodian.
Replevin of local court records in custody of private
businesses.
Tobacco litigation case

10.

IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT OR WHO IDEALLY SHOULD BE DESIGNATED AS
THE OVERSIGHT AGENCY OR OFFICIAL FOR THE PRL AND ATTENDANT
RECORDS PROGRAMS?
IDEAL OVERSIGHT AGENCY OR OFFICIAL FOR PRL

ALABAMA
ALASKA
ARIZONA-RM
ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA
DELAWARE
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
HAWAII
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA-A
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
MAINE
MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN-A
MICHIGAN-RM
MINNESOTA-A
MINNESOTA-RM
MISSOURI
MONTANA-A
MONTANA-RM
NEBRASKA-A
^■fiEVAi»
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEWYGRK
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA-A
NORTH DAKOTA-RM
OHIO-A
OKLAHOMA
OREGO
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA-A

VERMONT-RM
VIRGINIA-A
VIRGINIA-RM
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA-A
WISCONSIN-RM
WYOMING

SA w/ Records Commission
SA or SRA, depending on local legislation, which one is responsible for working with state agencies.
SA, SRA
Finance and Administration
SA
SA, SRA; combined authority as independent agency
SRA
Legislative appointee. Hawaii has an ombudsman that seems worth studying as an example.
Legislature has to stand for election every 2 years, so they could not go too far against public will.
Expanded State Historical Records Advisory Board
Fruitless discussion. It's been argued for many years, and never resolved.
SA/ gubernatorial appointee
SA
SA
SA/SRA (combined) assuming program is unified.
SA
Placement not critical for retention/mgmt but shld be able to link both to Archives, legislative
oversight and money/budget office. For access, should be an independent body, outside executive
branch; an independent committee of legislators, for example.
SA
SRA
SA
Oversight group identified in question 6.
SA; depends partly on state situation.
SA, SRA (we're in two separate agencies, both really need to be involved).
SRA
Gubernatorial appointee
A legally (legislatively) established independent board within the executive branch
SA
SA, S RA-should be the same official
SRA
SA
SA and SRA
SA
SRA
SA, SRA, AG
In OK, State Librarian is also SA and SRA
SA and SRA
SA
Records Committee composed of most of the above.
SL
SA
SRA
SA, SRA. Each state's situation is unique, with various forces at work, and it is not realistic to think
there is one model for a successful program.
SA, SRA, SL
State or local records committees sitting per the mandate of the Gov's office and sanction of the
legislature.
SA and SRA
Whoever is able and willing to support the program. In Wl, the board works reasonably well.
However, none of the board reps are prepared to devote the resources to make the program more
effective.
SA

KEY: SA-State Archivist; SL-State Librarian; SRA-State Records Administrator

11.

BASED ON THE PRL(S) YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH, WHAT DO YOU
CONSIDER TO BE NOTEWORTHY?
STRENG THS A N D W EAKNESSES

£i ° D

W H A T W O ULD YOU ADD OR O M IT?

ALABAMA

I like broad principles briefly stated, with administrative
bodies to manage.

I like an administrative body as a first
appeal recourse for those denied access to
public records. I also like a broad inclusive
definition of records with authority for the
records commission to authorize their
disposition.

ALASKA

Strength: general provision defining function "made or
received" and then broad statement covering
maintenance function.

Should be kept general, including multiple
media.

ARIZONA-RM

I may be prejudiced, but Arizona's laws are the best I've
been exposed to.

ARKANSAS

Law exist for state records program, but it has never been
funded.

CALIFORNIA

Strengths: Well-written, manageable length,
encompasses all record formats. Weaknesses: no
authority/penalties to back it up.

DELAWARE

The weaknesses are legion-prim arily no mechanisms
other than persuasion of a low-level bureaucrat to "force"
compliance.

FLORIDA

Strengths: definitions. Weakness: enforcement, funding
for implementing training on PRL requirements.

More severe penalties for violations.

The lack of plain English in the Records Act. (How do
you make the public understand "non-record"?)

GA's law does not recognize stems or
levels of compliance, it is full compliance or
not. How does a govt, agency that has
never practiced RM bring themselves in
compliance? No credit for trying; avail of
resources not recognized by law as factor
in level of compliance.

GEORGIA

Am familiar with NY's PRL and would like to
see it used as a model.

IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA-A

Mostly cleanup language-not worth
pushing on its own. A provision for an audit
would be beneficial.
Retention periods for county records are
established in Acts but there is no
enforcement or oversight provision. They
do as they please. Many of them are
probably unaware of the existence of Act
800.
Add language to include legislative and
court records. Omit some of the
exemptions which, in some cases, are too
broadly described.
Perhaps elevate the PRL authority to
cabinet-level status. This is what is
happening in a number of states with IT
agencies, and bring IT under Archives and
RM program authority.

Strengths: Comprehensiveness and direct responsibility
placed upon agencies producing records.
Enforcement and violations
Weak on inclusion of electronic records, weak on
enforcement provisions.

Add: Replevin provision in the PRL.

KANSAS
KENTUCKY

MASSACHUSETTS

Strengths: delineation of authority of agency and
committee: uniform application to all govt agencies &
officials; provision for range of tech svs; definition of PR;
statutory language on adequate documentation.
Strength: integrated w/ RM
Strength: law is comprehensive, has almost everything in
one place-m gm t, security, retention, access, custody.

Weak: inadequate mech to assure adeq
funds, esp w/tech challenges;
organizational placement submerges
function; separation from other IRM
functions impact RM.
It doesn't include guidance on restrictions
(see c 4, s7, ch 26).

MICHIGAN-A
MICHIGAN-RM
MINNESOTA-A

MINNESOTA-RM

Strength: Breadth of the statute, covering both state and
local records and defining records broadly. However,
strengths and weaknesses are really determined by
implementation costs.
Weaknesses: lack of real enforcement, lack of incentives
for compliance, lack of resources for assistance, lack of
understanding of implications of technology.

Without available funds to implement a
broad mandate, the strength becomes a
weakness.
Add more resources and more effective
enforcement.

[lozj
STRENGTHS A N D W EAKNESSES
MISSOURI

W H A T W O ULD YOU ADD OR OMIT?

Weakness: Lack of teeth.

Add: Control over the electronic creation of
documents.
I'd like to have a law similar to Utah's
GRAMMA law. Also, I'd like to have
specific procedures and penalties when the
laws are broken.

Strength: local records are included in PRL. Weakness:
County attys are supposed to prosecute violations.
County officials are usually on good terms w/CA.
Expecting a CA to prosecute a friend is not very realistic.
Our PRL does not contain a definition of "public record."

1would add a requirement to have the
records of each office audited annually to
monitor compliance and increase the
penalty for violations.

MONTANA-A
MONTANA-RM
NEBRASKA-A
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO

NEW YORK

NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA-A
NORTH DAKOTA-RM
OHIO-A
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA-A

UTAH
VERMONT-RM

Strength: its requirement that the CPR adopt standards
for microphotography and electronic authentication of PR.
Weakness: insufficient enforcement authority.
Strengths: Clear responsibility for state and locals to
manage their records; mandate for state archives.
Weaknesses: Lack of clarity and/or force about the need
to create and maintain docu evidence to satisfy internal &
external (public) accountability standards.
Strength: good definition of public records. Recent
changes a "mixed bag"~costs of providing for access an
"unfunded mandate" for many agencies.
Weakness: separation of Archives and Records
Management.
Strength: access provisions. Weakness: enforcement.
Definitions may be a problem, since laws tend to be very
inclusive and "physical form" changes so rapidly.
Some tend to get too technology-specific and don't allow
for the rapid techno-change.
Clear definition of what a record is, including ail formats
(such as electronic media); clear definition of
responsibilities and realistic mechanism to carry them out.
Strength: Recognition that it is in public interest that mgmt
and disposition of govt records be regulated. Weakness:
Many PRLs still based too much on paper records; lack of
integration w/ Open RLs; inadequate admin or legal
penalties for violations.
Strengths: strong open records language and records
management section
Weakness: very generic to cover most situations; doesn't
address new technology.

Remedy weaknesses; coordinate w/FOIA;
failure to cover records of gov, legis, and
some other elected officials.

1would make violations of PRL hurt.

Remedy weaknesses noted.

Don't deal in specific records in law

Increase penalties for theft and destruction
from misdemeanor to felony; mandate
transfer to Archives of PR of certain types
prior to certain date; make agency RM
programs subject to mgmt and financial
audits.

VIRGINIA-A

VIRGINIA-RM

Add: Authority to collect permanent records
rather than simply accept them.

Comments re PRLs in general: Too lengthy & have too
much procedure; unclear re who they apply to;
cumbersome reporting which is often not followed; more
than one advisory/oversight committee which conflict;
setting retention via law rather than schedule.

WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA-A
WISCONSIN-RM
WYOMING

Programs w/ a "built-in" funding mechanism have a great
advantage; programs that can link to statewide IT
planning and oversight have an advantage. We have had
some success in this area.

Would like to rewrite the entire section to
separate procedure from policy. Current
law is procedural and causes board to react
more than it should.
Enforcement for recovery of records in
private possession.

12.

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION ON HOW YOUR STATE IS PROVIDING
OVERSIGHT AND MAINTAINING ITS PUBLIC RECORDS?
SATISFIED
OR
DISSATISFIED?

ALABAMA

Satisfied

ALASKA

Satisfied

ARIZONA-RM

Satisfied

ARKANSAS

Dissatisfied

CALIFORNIA

Dissatisfied

DELAWARE

Dissatisfied

FLORIDA

Satisfied

GEORGIA

Dissatisfied

EXPLANATION
Reasonably. Much of the burden is on us at the Archives. W e have
to make the laws work.
The problem is not with the definition of public records, more related
to resources and education.
The laws are good. More staff and provision for auditing would
enhance compliance.
AK has no public records program. Before Act 905, History
Commission was responsbile for management of public records. W e
did not do very well...since we had only one employee and had to
contend with gubernatorial indifference.
PRL needs significant revision. Local government records are largely
ignored.
Widespread agency disregard of PRL responsibilities until there is a
crisis.
Overall, I think FL is doing a good job with a good law. W e need
more enforcement, authority and training and information programs.
State priorities and allocation of resources are in almost total
disagreement. Have made good progress in getting local govts to
care for their records; state agencies do not seem to care.

HAWAII
IDAHO

Dissatisifed

ILLINOIS

Satisfied
Dissatisfied

IOWA-A

Dissatisfied

KANSAS

Dissatisfied

KENTUCKY

Dissatisfied

MAINE

Dissatisfied

MASSACHUSETTS

Both

MICHIGAN-A
MICHIGAN-RM

Satisfied

MINNESOTA-A

Dissatisfied

MINNESOTA-RM

Both

MISSOURI

Dissatisfied

MONTANA-A

Dissatisfied

MONTANA-RM

Satisfied

I have hope for a great deal of improvement. ID was last state to
appoint a SA and until 6 months ago, when I was hired, the position
was only part-time.
Except for inattention to electronic records implications.
Inadequate space; sub and non-standard storage conditions
Lack of funds to support the program. Resistence by previous
records oversight agency to re-invigoration of program which may
impose more limitations on agencies.
Underfunded to accomplish comprehensive program; no penalties;
provisions more difficult to accomplish in electronic era.
Placement of program function (SecState, state library, etc.) can
make it a challenge to get support and authority to do job the way it
needs to be done; insufficient staff & funding to do what needs to be
done. Need to deal w/ impact of technology.
Law is fine; resources are limited.
Like most government functions, we would do a better job if we had
more resources. W e do fully exploit the resources at our disposal.
Meets our needs.
Records management is a very weak link in this oversight process for
both state and local governments. Storage space provided for
archival records is of high quality, but continuing space for the future
may not be assured.
Given what we have, I think we are doing the best we can.
Lack of power; tough to get the serious attention and funding needed
to carry out mandate. Things improving, however, last couple of
years.
Having the SA and RM split causes some problems, but the biggest
problem is there are no teeth in the laws so many agencies feel they
can do whatever they want to because there will be no consquences.
Could use more support from directors and administrators.

SATISFIED
OR
DISSATISFIED?

NEBRASKA-A

Dissatisfied

NEVADA

Dissatisfied

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Satisfied

NEW JERSEY

Dissatisfied

NEW MEXICO

Dissatisfied

NEW YORK

Satisfied

NORTH CAROLINA

Satisfied

NORTH DAKOTA-A

Dissatisfied

NORTH DAKOTA-RM

Satisfied

OHIO-A

Dissatisfied

OKLAHOMA

Satisfied

OREGON

Satisfied

SOUTH CAROLINA

Satisfied and
dissatisfied

EXPLANATION
It is too easy for agencies to be ignorant about PRLs. Records are
destroyed out of ignorance or from lack of concern. There is no way
to know when this happens. The penalties are not severe enough to
dissuade an official.
Add: a definition: an oversight agency to determine access through
administrative hearing process; and a cross-reference and index to
the 300-odd exceptions spread (hidden) through formal law and
regulations.
Statutory framework for operations of NJDARM and oversight role of
SRC is inadequate for the modern era.
Although CPR is today very active and interested in the public policy
it sets, that role is limited by its visibility/recognition among state
agencies. Stronger support for the program is needed from exec and
legis branches.
There have been substantial improvements since there were major
statutory amendments & administrative changes in 1987.
Works well, but not perfectly.
I think we need a different approach overall that will provide the most
effective oversight within the resources available. RM is doing a
good conventional job, but we need to look at other approaches.
Although PRL is adequate, funding for PR program is not. W e need
enforcement provisions in PRL and we need to address electronic
records.
Reasonably satisfied. Compliance with open access is generally
good, prompt destruction/disposition less so but improving.
OK, but could be improved re electronic records definition, so it is
clearer that Archives has responsibility in this area.

SOUTH DAKOTA-A
UTAH
VERMONT-RM

Satisfied
Satisfied

VIRGINIA-A

Dissatisfied

VIRGINIA-RM

Dissatisfied

WASHINGTON

Satisfied

WEST VIRGINIA-A

Dissatisfied

WISCONSIN-RM
WYOMING

Dissatisfied

Our law is working well.
More needs to be done as a result of Information Age.
I think the RM program has improved over the last 15-20 yrs, but that
little attention has been directed to the maintenance of records. VA
only now has a records center of any significant capacity.
Our PRL has been amended several times over the years and needs
to be overhauled to clear up ambiguous areas and remove sections
that are unnecessary (medical records retention).
Absence of state RM program conducted under trained and
aggressive RM.
Lack of resources; inability to get management support.

Q os]
13.

ARE ANY AGENCIES (OR GOVERNMENT ENTITIES) EXCLUDED FROM THE
PROVISIONS OF YOUR PRL?
ANY
EXCLUSIONS?

ALABAMA
ALASKA
ARIZONA-RM
ARKANSAS

No
No
Yes

CALIFORNIA

Yes

DELAWARE
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
HAWAII
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA-A

No
Yes
Yes

KANSAS

Yes

KENTUCKY

No

MAINE

Yes

MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN-A

Yes
No

MICHIGAN-RM

Yes

MINNESOTA-A

Yes

MINNESOTA-RM

Yes

MISSOURI
MONTANA-A
MONTANA-RM

Yes
No
No

NEBRASKA-A

Yes

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Yes
No

Unknown
Yes
Yes
Yes

NEW JERSEY

Yes

NEW MEXICO

Yes

NEW YORK

Yes

NORTH CAROLINA

Yes

NORTH DAKOTA-A

Yes

NORTH DAKOTA-RM
OHIO-A

Yes
No

WHO AND WHY?

Legislature; Judiciary (conditionally)
Legislature (they wrote the law!), State Supreme Court, Court
of Appeals
Legislature; Judiciary (separation of powers)
Legislature. They make the rules.

Legislature; Judiciary-their self-interest
State Police
Dept, of Transportation and Board of Regents institutions
Legislature; Judiciary. W e have been included in courts'
records management efforts.
Legislature; Judicial have voluntary relationship due to
separation of powers constitutional issue.
Legislature; Judiciary; "balance of powers."
Legislature; Judicial; colleges and universities; local
governments.
Univ of MN, MHS and State Agricultural Society are exempted
because they are not considered state agencies under the
PRL. The Supreme Court and State Library are also
statutorily exempted, for unknown reasons (Supreme C tassume separation of powers).
Supreme Court, Univ. of MN. Not sure why; probably history
and politics.
Legislature; Judiciary, as they wish. Separation of powers.

Cities of the metropolitan class (Omaha) are excluded from the
PRL. They did not want to be included and had the legislative
clout to get their way.
Legislature; Judiciary; Athletic Commission
Judiary, by legis act in 1991, effect. 1995. For all practical
purposes, legislature and legislative svs are likewise excluded
since they have declared almost all their records not to be
govt, (only a few are cited in PRL req. maintained).
Counties & municip (CPR can advise or accept records);
district courts.
Exec chamber / Gov's Officehas a separate law (very
permissive) dating back to 1859; Legis has 'weak' law
(separation of powers status).
Judiciary. Courts are separate branch but comply-except in
rare cases where a judge intervenes.
Legislative and judicial branches are not required to conform
to law-only executive-but can (and do) request services of
RM and Archives.
Judiciary

IjO C ]
EXCLUSIONS?
OKLAHOMA

Yes

OREGON
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA-A
TEXAS
UTAH
VERMONT-RM

Yes
No
No •
No
No
No

VIRGINIA-A

No

VIRGINIA-RM
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA-A

No
No
No

WISCONSIN-RM

Yes

WYOMING

No

WHO AND WHY?
Tax Commission's confidential records, State Bureau of
Investigation and Dept, of Safety records are exempt from
purview of ARC.
Legislature (take a guess); judiciary (mutual consent).

No, although the Governor's Office would like to think that
governor's records and secretariats’ records are exempt.

Legislature and judiciary. Courts have their own records
structure and Supreme Court Rules.

14.

ARE THERE ANY UNIQUE FACTORS ABOUT YOUR STATE’S
GOVERNMENT THAT SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT ITS PRL?
UNIQUE
FACTORS

ALABAMA

Yes

ALASKA

No

ARIZONA-RM

No

ARKANSAS

Yes

CALIFORNIA

No

DELAWARE

No

FLORIDA

Yes

GEORGIA

No

IDAHO

Unknown

INDIANA

No
Yes

0 °T )

EXPLANATION / COMMENTS
W e have a constitutionally independent court system, but the
records law, written before passage of the judicial article,
specifically includes court records. W e work with courts on a
negotiated basis requiring mutal agreement.
AK has had a relatively centralized executive branch because of
long territorial period and size of government. This centralization
probably influences effect of public records law.
Collaboration by Archives and Records Management is
necessary for good decisions to be made.
Laws exist but programs were not funded, so there is no active
public records program except when a state agency or county
chooses to follow on its own accord As a small agency, we
were ignored by some of the larger agencies such as the State
Library. W e advised the task force which framed Act 905 to
place the records program in the largest state department,
Finance and Administration, which controls the purse strings.
PRL needs much closer linkages both w/ FOIA statutes and IT
statutory authorities. The flaw in OK statute is that local records
are excluded and the AG is no longer a member.
All records are open for public inspection unless specifically
exempted by state statute.
Classification of information in stored electronic records, or lack
of it, is a bigger threat to access than willful disobedience of
records laws. Opinions entirely that of PES. Appointed body
(apolitical) to serve as counsel to agency admin and public
seeking access/proposing retention modifications could defuse
many disputes.
Archives Division's functions relate to disposition.
In 1993, counties got a law passed saying "permanent" records
can be destroyed after 10 years on the approval of county
acommissioners w/ no mention of SHS! W e are trying to educate
our legislators on need for good RM and rectify some of
conflicting laws.
Oversight by several small agencies.

,::.K A N S A i! l! li

KENTUCKY

Yes

MAINE

No

MASSACHUSETTS

Yes

Open Records Act relationship; membership (current chair) of
KY Info Resources Mgmt Committee (strategic planning for info
technology); new CIO for state govt; 120 county govts. Open
records connection is helpful in that it helps public understand
that to have credible access to PR, you need to have credible
RM. W e have substantial regulatory authority but records police
we aren't. Our emphasis is on encouraging improved mgmt
practices. Annual reports to legislature and executive offer
opport to reflect on performance and compliance. In recent
years, AU and AG have been good collaborators in dealing w/
serious cases.
Local autonomy. Local government records are left in local
governments, with state oversight.

I/° * 3
UNIQUE
FACTORS

MICHIGAN-A

Yes

MICHIGAN-RM

No

MINNESOTA-A

Yes

MINNESOTA-RM

No

MISSOURI
MONTANA-A
MONTANA-RM

No

NEBRASKA-A

NEVADA

Yes

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Yes

NEW JERSEY

No

NEW MEXICO

NEW YORK

Yes

NORTH CAROLINA

No

EXPLANATION / COMMENTS
Separation of responsibilities for the management and
preservation of government records between the Dept.
Management & Budget and Dept, of State.
Data Practices Act is very unique. It has high visibility and has a
powerful effect on agencies. Coordination between
implementation of the Data Practices Act and the records
disposition laws is not always assured. Status of MHS as an
autonomous entity is definitely unique.
(1) Department administers records management program for
state agencies and local governments. (2) MN Historical Society
administers State Archives.

Current state records administrator is too busy with other duties
of his job to be effective at administering the PRL. The RM
division does not have the staff or funds to be effective. Most of
the state is rural and sparsely populated. Local officials can feel
isolated and can tend to overlook or not be aware of the
requirements expressed in the PRLs. There is also a tendency
for folks in the western part of the state to distrust the govt out
east.
The existence of legalized gambling with special access and
confidentiality laws. The existence of legalized prostitution with
oversight and health care records.
In NH there is an Executive Council, publicly elected, of 5
members who deal w/ an agenda of up to 300 items every 2
weeks. This gives direction to state govt, and makes definite
decisions in an expedient manner. Governor is head of this body
but her direction can be negatived by a vote on any given item.
... If it is imposssible to change the way people perceive "public
records," then perhaps it would be wise to adopt legislation that
assigns the broader term "govt records" to all records created
and maintained by public agencies, and the term "public records"
only to the subset which should be accessible to the public under
appropriate rules and regulations. / Rapidly expanding use of
electronic records and imaging technology make it extremely
difficult to apply existing laws and regs governing records
retention, preservation, disposal and public access. A complete
overhaul of PRL is needed to clarify and strengthen authority of
NJDARM and SRC for records regardless of format or medium,
and to establish reasonable rules and procedures for public
access to govt records.
IPRA applies to any entity that receives public funding while the
PRA applies to state govt institutions. For that reason, it is best
that the PRL is separate from the PRA. Commission on PR
consists o f : Dir of Museum of NM, Supreme Ct Law Librar,
SecState, AG, St AU, Genl Svs Dept, HIST spec in NM history
SARA is part of Educ Dept, headed by Bd of Regents elected by
legis; NY has long tradition of "indep" local govts who take
responsibility for own records, inc. archives. NYC operates
under its own ordinance w/approv of Commissioner of
Education.
Too early to tell if 1995 revisions will require further changes.
[www.ah.dcr.state.nc.us/archives/rec/]

[i°tl
UNIQUE
FACTORS

NORTH DAKOTA-A

Yes

NORTH DAKOTA-RM
OHIO-A

No
No

Possibly. 1 do not know how common this is, but open records is
a constitutional provision. Legislature can close or restrict
records, but most do so with a specific act.

[Archives & Records Commission consists of SL & SA, Lt. Gov.,
AU, Treasurer

OKLAHOMA
OREGON
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA-A

EXPLANATION / COMMENTS

No
No
No

TEXAS

No

UTAH

No

VERMONT-RM

No

Composition of oversight groups: RM Interagency Coord
Council (441.203): SEC STATE, AU, COM PT PUB ACCTS, AG,
LIBR, GEN SVS, INFO RESOURCES. Local Govt Rec Com
(441.161): AG, COM PT PUB ACCTS, 10 indiv - 2 rep. Counties,
incl clerk; 2 re munic; 2 re school districts; 2 re appraisal districts;
2 rep water districts. Also addresses popul and representation.
Composition of SR Committee: individual in private sector whose
profession required him to create or manage records that if
created by a govt entity would be private or controlled, AU, Dir of
Div of State History, governor or designee, CTZN, LOCAL
GOVT, MEDIA.
As in other states, political pressures helped determine the
scope of the original PRA legislation.

VIRGINIA-A
VIRGINIA-RM
WASHINGTON

No
No

WEST VIRGINIA-A

Yes

WISCONSIN-RM

Yes

WYOMING

No

Absence of state RM program conducted under trained and
aggressive records administrator.
Decentralized records program. Small staff available for
program oversight. Agency records officers are critical for
program success. This does not work well w/ small agencies.
Composition of Records Committee: director, AG, AU.

APPENDIX C

FACTORS INFLUENCING OFFICIALS’ SATISFACTION WITH
EFFICACY OF PUBLIC RECORDS LAWS
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CHAPTER 7
VIRGINIA PUBLIC RECORDS ACT
Section
Title of Section
42.1-76.
Legislative intent; title of chapter.
42.1-77.
Definitions.
42.1-78.
Confidentiality safeguarded.
42.1-79.
Records management function vested in Board; State Library Board to be official
custodian; State Archivist.
42.1-79.1.
Retention and disposition of medical records.
42.1-80.
State Public Records Advisory Council continued; members; chairman and
vice-chairman; compensation.
42.1-81.
Powers and responsibilities of Council.
42.1-82.
Duties and powers o f Library Board.
42.1-83.
Program for inventorying, scheduling, microfilming records; records of counties,
cities and towns; storage of records.
42.1-84.
Same; records o f agencies and subdivisions not covered under Sec. 42.1-83.
42.1-85.
Duties o f Librarian o f Virginia; agencies to cooperate; agencies to designate records
officer.
42.1-86.
Program to select and preserve important records; availability to public; security
copies.
42.1-86.1.
Disposition o f public records.
42.1-87.
Where records kept; duties of agencies; repair, etc., o f record books; agency heads not
divested o f certain authority.
42.1-88.
Custodians to deliver all records at expiration of term; penalty for noncompliance.
42.1-89.
Petition and court order for return of public records not in authorized possession.
42.1-90.
Seizure o f public records not in authorized possession.
42.1-91.
Development o f disaster plan.

Sec. 42.1-76. Legislative intent; title of chapter.

[n < 7
- The General Assembly intends by this chapter to establish a single body of law applicable
to all public officers and employees on the subject of public records management and
preservation and to ensure that the procedures used to manage and preserve public records
will be uniform throughout the Commonwealth.
This chapter may be cited as the Virginia Public Records Act.
Sec. 42.1-77. Definitions.
- As used in this chapter:
"Agency" means all boards, commissions, departments, divisions, institutions, authorities,
or parts thereof, of the Commonwealth or its political subdivisions and includes the offices
of constitutional officers.
"Archival quality" means a quality of reproduction consistent with established standards
specified by state and national agencies and organizations responsible for establishing such
standards, such as the Association for Information and Image Management, the American
Standards Association, and the National Bureau o f Standards.
"Board" means the State Library Board.
"Council" means the State Public Records Advisory Council.
"Custodian" means the public official in charge of an office having public records.
"Data" means symbols, or representations, of facts or ideas that can be communicated,
interpreted, or processed by manual or automated means.
"Database" means a set o f data, consisting of one file or a group of integrated files,
maintained as an information system managed by a database management system.
"Database Management System" means a set of software programs that controls the
organization, storage and retrieval o f data in a database. It also controls the security and
integrity of the database.
"Electronic Record" means any information that is recorded in machine readable form.
"Electronic Records System" means any information system that produces, processes, or
stores records by using a computer. Also called an automated information system.
"Information System" means the organized collection, processing, transmission, and
dissemination o f information in accordance with defined procedures, whether automated or
manual.
"Public Official" means all persons holding any office created by the Constitution of
Virginia or by any act of the General Assembly, the Governor and all other officers of the
executive branch o f the state government, and all other officers, heads, presidents or
chairmen of boards, commissions, departments, and agencies of the state government or its
political subdivisions.
"Public Record" means recorded information that document a transaction or activity by or
with any public officer, agency or employee o f state government or its political
subdivisions. Regardless o f physical form or characteristic, the recorded information is a
public record if it is produced, collected, received or retained in pursuance of law or in
connection with the transaction of public business.

The medium on which such information is recorded may be, but is not limited to paper,
film, magnetic, optical or solid state devices which can store electronic signals, tapes, mylar,
linen, silk or vellum. The general types of records may be, but are not limited to books,
papers, letters, documents, printouts, photographs, films, tapes, microfiche, microfilm,
photostats, sound recordings, maps, drawings, and any representations held in computer
memory.
Nonrecord materials, meaning reference books and exhibit materials made or acquired and
preserved solely for reference use or exhibition purposes, extra copies of documents
preserved only for convenience or reference, and stocks of publications, shall not be
included within the definition o f public records as used in this chapter.
"Archival records" means all noncurrent records of continuing and enduring value useful to
the citizens of the Commonwealth and necessary to the administrative functions of public
agencies in the conduct o f services and activities mandated by law. In appraisal of public
records deemed archival, the terms "administrative," "legal," "fiscal," and "historical" shall
be defined as:
1. "Administrative value": Records shall be deemed of administrative value if they have
continuing utility in the operation of an agency.
2. "Legal value": Records shall be deemed of legal value when they document actions taken
in the protection and proving o f legal or civil rights and obligations of individuals and
agencies.
3. "Fiscal value": Records shall be deemed of fiscal value so long as they are needed to
document and verify financial authorizations, obligations and transactions.
4. "Historical value": Records shall be deemed of historical value when they contain unique
information, regardless o f age, which provides understanding o f some aspect of the
government and promotes the development of an informed and enlightened citizenry.
"Medical records" means the documentation of health care services, whether physical or
mental, rendered by direct or indirect patient-provider interaction which is used as a
mechanism for tracking the patient's health care status. Medical records may be
technologically stored by computerized or other electronic process, or through microfilm or
other similar photographic form or chemical process. Notwithstanding the authority
provided by this definition to store medical records on microfilm or other similar
photographic form or chemical process, prescription dispensing records maintained in or on
behalf o f any pharmacy registered or permitted in Virginia shall only be stored in
compliance with Sections 54.1-3410. 54.1-341 l and 54.1-3412.
"Official Records" means public records.
"Persons under a disability" means persons so defined under subsection A of 8.01-229.
"Preservation" means maintaining archival records in their original physical form by
stabilizing them chemically or strengthening them physically to ensure their survival as long
as possible in their original form. It also means the reformatting o f written, printed,
electronic or visual archival information to extend the life o f the information.
"Retention and Disposition Schedule" means an approved timetable stating the retention
time period and disposition action o f records series.
"Software Programs" mean the written specifications used to operate an electronic records
system as well as the documentation describing implementation strategies.
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"Librarian of Virginia" means the Librarian of Virginia or his designated representative.
Sec. 42.1-78. Confidentiality safeguarded.
- Any records made confidential by law shall be so treated. Records which by law are
required to be closed to the public shall not be deemed to be made open to the public under
the provisions of this chapter. Records in the custody of the Library of Virginia which are
required to be closed to the public shall be open for public access 100 years after the date of
creation of the record. No provision of this chapter shall be construed to authorize or require
the opening o f any records ordered to be sealed by a court. All records deposited in the
archives that are not made confidential by law shall be open to public access.
Sec. 42.1-79. Records management function vested in Board; State Library Board to
be official custodian; State Archivist.
- The archival and records management function shall be vested in the State Library Board.
The State Library Board shall be the official custodian and trustee for the Commonwealth of
all public records of whatever kind which are transferred to it from any public office of the
Commonwealth or any political subdivision thereof. As the Commonwealth's official
repository of public records, the Library of Virginia shall assume administrative control o f
such records on behalf of the Commonwealth.
The Librarian o f Virginia shall name a State Archivist who shall perform such functions as
the Librarian o f Virginia assigns.
Sec. 42.1-79.1. Retention and disposition of medical records.
- The medical records of all persons not under a disability shall be retained by all public
agencies acting as custodians of medical records for ten years following the last date of
treatment or contact. Such agencies shall retain the medical records of minors and persons
under a disability for a minimum of five years following the age o f majority or the removal
o f the disability, or ten years following the last date of treatment or contact, whichever
comes later. Such agencies shall retain the medical records of deceased persons for a
minimum of five years following the date o f death.
Agencies o f the Commonwealth which generate medical records shall notify patients at time
o f discharge the specific retention period that applies to their records. Such agencies shall be
encouraged to destroy such medical records upon expiration of the required retention period.
Such agencies may, at their discretion, retain summaries of destroyed medical records.
Medical records submitted to the Library o f Virginia for retention and disposition in
accordance with the terms of this section are presumed to be inactive. It shall be the duty of
the originating agency to (I) designate medical records of minors, persons under a disability,
or deceased persons prior to submission to the Library of Virginia for retention and
disposition, and (ii) to make a verifiable attempt to notify patients that their records will be
destroyed after the appropriate retention period. Unless notified otherwise by the originating
agency, the Librarian o f Virginia shall begin to count the required retention period from the
first date o f submission. Prior to destroying any medical records, the Librarian of Virginia
or his designee shall notify the originating agency that the retention period has run out and
that, unless the agency reclaims the medical records, the records will be destroyed.
No employee of the Library of Virginia or any agency acting in accordance with the terms
of this section shall be liable, civilly or criminally, for the destruction of medical records.
The provisions o f this section shall not supersede the provisions of Sec. 16.1-306 or any
other laws of this Commonwealth pertaining to the retention and disposition of records
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generated by agencies other than those agencies originating medical records.
Sec. 42.1-80. State Public Records Advisory Council continued; members; chairman
and vice-chairman; compensation.
- The State Public Records Advisory Council is continued. The Council shall consist of
twelve members. The Council membership shall include the Secretary of the
Commonwealth, the Librarian of Virginia, the Attorney General, the State Health
Commissioner, the Commonwealth Transportation Commissioner, the Director of the
Department of Information Technology, the Auditor of Public Accounts, the Executive
Secretary of the Supreme Court, the Director of the Council on Information Management, or
their designated representatives and three members to be appointed by the Governor from
the Commonwealth at large. The gubernatorial appointments shall include two clerks of
courts o f record and a member of a local governing body. Those members appointed by the
Governor shall remain members of the Council for a term coincident with that of the
Governor making the appointment, or until their successors are appointed and qualified. The
Council shall elect annually from its membership a chairman and vice-chairman. Members
o f the Council shall receive no compensation for their services but shall be paid their
reasonable and necessary expenses incurred in the performance of their duties.
Sec. 42.1-81. Powers and responsibilities of Council.
- The Council shall propose to the State Library Board rules, regulations, and standards, not
inconsistent with law, for the purpose of establishing uniform guidelines for the
management and preservation o f public records throughout the Commonwealth. The
Council shall have the power to appoint such subcommittees and advisory bodies as it
deems advisable. The Council shall be assisted in the execution of its responsibilities by the
Librarian of Virginia.
Sec. 42.1-82. Duties and powers of Library Board.
- The State Library Board shall with the advice of the Council:
1. Issue regulations designed to facilitate the creation, preservation, storage, filing,
reformatting, management, and destruction of public records by all agencies. Such
regulations shall establish procedures for records management containing recommendations
for the retention, disposal or other disposition of public records; procedures for the physical
destruction or other disposition o f public records proposed for disposal; and standards for
the reproduction of records by photocopy or microphotography processes with the view to
the disposal of the original records. Such standards shall relate to the quality of film used,
preparation o f the records for filming, proper identification of the records so that any
individual document or series of documents can be located on the film with reasonable
facility and that the copies contain all significant record detail, to the end that the
photographic or microphotographic copies shall be of archival quality.
2. Issue regulations specifying permissible qualities of paper, ink, and other materials to be
used by agencies for public record purposes. The Board shall determine the specifications
for and shall select and make available to all agencies lists o f approved papers, photographic
materials, ink, or other writing materials for archival public records, and only those
approved may be purchased for use in the making of such records. These regulations and
specifications shall also apply to clerks of courts of record.
3. Provide assistance to agencies in determining what records no longer have administrative,
legal, fiscal, or historical value and should be destroyed or disposed of in another manner.
Each public official having in his custody official records shall assist the Board in the
preparation o f an inventory of all public records in his custody and in preparing a suggested
schedule for retention and disposition of such records. No land or personal property book

shall be destroyed without being first offered to the Library of Virginia for preservation.
All records created prior to the Constitution of 1902 that are declared archival may be
transferred to the archives.
Sec. 42.1-83. Program for inventorying, scheduling, microfilming records; records of
counties, cities and towns; storage of records.
- The State Library Board shall formulate and execute a program to inventory, schedule, and
microfilm official records of counties, cities and towns which it determines have permanent
value and to provide safe storage for microfilm copies of such records, and to give advice
and assistance to local officials in their programs for creating, preserving, filing and making
available public records in their custody.
Original archival public records shall be either stored in the Library of Virginia or in the
locality at the decision of the local officials responsible for maintaining public records.
Original archival public records shall be returned to the locality upon the written request of
the local officials responsible for maintaining local public records. Microfilm shall be stored
in the Library of Virginia but the use thereof shall be subject to the control of the local
officials responsible for maintaining local public records.
Sec. 42.1-84. Same; records of agencies and subdivisions not covered under Sec.
42.1-83.
- The State Library Board may formulate and execute a program of inventorying, repairing,
and microfilming for security purposes the public records of the agencies and subdivisions
not covered under the program established under Sec. 42.1-83 which it determines have
permanent value, and o f providing safe storage of microfilm copies of such records.
Sec. 42.1-85. Duties of Librarian of Virginia; agencies to cooperate; agencies to
designate records officer.
- The Librarian o f Virginia shall administer a records management program for the
application o f efficient and economical management methods to the creation, utilization,
maintenance, retention, preservation, and disposal of public records consistent with rules,
regulations, or standards promulgated by the State Library Board, including operations of a
records center or centers. It shall be the duty o f the Librarian of Virginia to establish
procedures and techniques for the effective management of public records, to make
continuing surveys o f paper work operations, and to recommend improvements in current
records management practices, including the use of space, equipment, and supplies
employed in creating, maintaining and servicing records.
It shall be the duty of any agency with public records to cooperate with the Librarian of
Virginia in conducting surveys and to establish and maintain an active, continuing program
for the economical and efficient management of the records of such agency.
Each state agency and political subdivision o f this Commonwealth shall designate as many
as appropriate, but at least one, records officer to serve as a liaison to the Library of Virginia
for the purposes o f implementing and overseeing a records management program, and
coordinating legal disposition, including destruction of obsolete records. Designation of
state agency records officers shall be by the respective agency head. Designation o f a
records officer for political subdivisions shall be by the governing body or chief
administrative official o f the political subdivision.
Sec. 42.1-86. Program to select and preserve important records; availability to public;
security copies.

- In cooperation with the head of each agency, the Librarian of Virginia shall establish and
maintain a program for the selection and preservation of public records considered essential
to the operation o f government and for the protection of the rights and interests of persons.
He shall provide for preserving, classifying, arranging and indexing so that such records are
made available to the public and shall make security copies or designate as security copies
existing copies o f such essential public records. Security copies shall be of archival quality
and shall be made by photographic, photostatic, microfilm, microcard, miniature
photographic, or other process which accurately reproduces and forms a durable medium.
Security copies shall have the same force and effect for all purposes as the original record
and shall be as admissible in evidence as the original record whether the original record is in
existence or not. Security copies shall be preserved in the place and manner prescribed by
the State Library Board and the Governor. Public records deemed unnecessary for the
transaction of the business o f any agency, yet deemed to be of administrative, legal, fiscal or
historical value, may be transferred with the consent of the Librarian of Virginia to the
custody of the Library o f Virginia.
Sec. 42.1-86.1. Disposition of public records.
- No agency shall destroy or discard public records without a retention and disposition
schedule approved by the Librarian of Virginia as provided in Sec. 42.1-82. No agency shall
sell or give away public records.
Sec. 42.1-87. Where records kept; duties of agencies; repair, etc., of record books;
agency heads not divested of certain authority.
- Custodians of archival public records shall keep them in fire-resistant environmentally
controlled, physically secure rooms designed to ensure proper preservation and in such
arrangement as to be easily accessible. Current public records should be kept in the
buildings in which they are ordinarily used. It shall be the duty o f each agency to cooperate
with the Library o f Virginia in complying with rules and regulations promulgated by the
Board. Each agency shall establish and maintain an active and continuing program for the
economic and efficient management of records.
Each agency shall develop and implement a program for the management of records
created, received, maintained, used, or stored on electronic media. Each agency shall
schedule the retention and disposition of all electronic records, as well as related access
documentation and indexes and shall ensure the implementation of their provisions in
accordance with procedures established under Sec. 42.1-82. Procedures governing access to
electronic records shall be in accordance with the Virginia Freedom of Information Act, the
Virginia Privacy Protection Act, the Intellectual Property Act and any other provision of law
as may be applicable and shall be enumerated in the retention and disposition schedule.
Record books should be copied or repaired, renovated or rebound if worn, mutilated,
damaged or difficult to read. Whenever the public records of any public official are in need
o f repair, restoration or rebinding, a judge of the court of record or the head of such agency
or political subdivision o f the Commonwealth may authorize that the records in need of
repair be removed from the building or office in which such records are ordinarily kept, for
the length o f time necessary to repair, restore or rebind them, provided such restoration and
rebinding preserves the records without loss or damage to them. Before any restoration or
repair work is initiated, a treatment proposal from the contractor shall be submitted and
reviewed in consultation with the Library of Virginia. Any public official who causes a
record book to be copied shall attest it and shall certify an oath that it is an accurate copy of
the original book. The copy shall then have the force o f the original.
Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to divest agency heads of the authority to
determine the nature and form o f the records required in the administration of their several
departments or to compel the removal o f records deemed necessary by them in the
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performance of their statutory duty. Whenever legislation affecting public records
management and preservation is under consideration, the Library of Virginia shall critique
the proposal and advise on the effects of its implementation.
Sec. 42.1-88. Custodians to deliver all records at expiration of term; penalty for
noncompliance.
- Any custodian o f any public records shall, at the expiration of his term of office,
appointment or employment, deliver to his successor, or, if there be none, to The Library o f
Virginia, all books, writings, letters, documents, public records, or other information,
recorded on any medium kept or received by him in the transaction of his official business;
and any such person who shall refuse or neglect for a period of ten days after a request is
made in writing by the successor or Librarian of Virginia to deliver the public records as
herein required shall be guilty o f a Class 3 misdemeanor.
Sec. 42.1-89. Petition and court order for return of public records not in authorized
possession.
- The Librarian of Virginia or his designated representative such as the State Archivist or
any public official who is the custodian of public records in the possession of a person or
agency not authorized by the custodian or by law to possess such public records shall
petition the circuit court in the city or county in which the person holding such records
resides or in which the materials in issue, or any part thereof, are located for the return of
such records. The court shall order such public records be delivered to the petitioner upon
finding that the materials in issue are public records and that such public records are in the
possession of a person not authorized by the custodian of the public records or by law to
possess such public records. If the order of delivery does not receive compliance, the
plaintiff shall request that the court enforce such order through its contempt power and
procedures.
Sec. 42.1-90. Seizure of public records not in authorized possession.
- A. At any time after the filing o f the petition set out in Sec. 42.1-89. or contemporaneous
with such filing, the person seeking the return of the public records may by ex parte petition
request the judge or the court in which the action was filed to issue an order directed at the
sheriff or other proper officer, as the case may be, commanding him to seize the materials
which are the subject o f the action and deliver the same to the court under the circumstances
hereinafter set forth.
B. The judge aforesaid shall issue an order of seizure upon receipt of an affidavit from the
petitioner which alleges that the material at issue may be sold, secreted, removed out of this
Commonwealth or otherwise disposed of so as not to be forthcoming to answer the final
judgment of the court respecting the same; or that such property may be destroyed or
materially damaged or injured if permitted to remain out of the petitioner's possession.
C. The aforementioned order o f seizure shall issue without notice to the respondent and
without the posting o f any bond or other security by the petitioner.
Sec. 42.1-91. Development of disaster plan.
- The Library of Virginia shall develop a plan to ensure preservation of public records in the
event o f disaster or emergency as defined in Sec. 44-146.16. This plan shall be coordinated
with the Department o f Emergency Services and copies shall be distributed to all agency
heads. The personnel o f the Library shall be responsible for coordinating emergency
recovery operations when public records are affected. Each agency shall insure that a plan
for the protection and recovery o f public records is included in their comprehensive disaster
plan.
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